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SCSU receives $1 million gift Campus
leader takes
,Area trucking company
gi¥{!s donation to SCSU
new venture
entrepreneurial center
the center has officially been named the

Harold Anderson Entrepreneurial Center.

"We wanted to name the center after

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Christmas came early this year for SCSU,
as it received the largest one•time private
contribution for its new entrepreneurial
center.
Harold Anderson, president of Anderson

Trucking Service, Inc., in St. Cloud, donated
$1 million to the center. Because of this gift,

someone who epitomizes success,
community and city involvement and high
ethical standards," said Shawn Teal, executive
director of the SCSU Foundation.
"'lime and time again Harold"Anderson's
name came up, and we decided it was a good
fit and made sense."
William Rodgers, director of the new

center, said the donation came as a result o.f
visiting with Anderson about goals and
objectives for the center.
He said the cash donation will help fund a
set of funds arid services both academic and

SCSU provides

athletes with
four means

in out-reach communities.
He also said the center should
facilitate Anderson and his business
principles.
"The center is not only a university
resource but a community resource," said
SCSU President Bruce Grube. "We are
deeply grateful to the Andersons for making
this very important contribution."
The center will facilitate on-campus
academic programs as well as out-reach
programs. These wi.11 help people in the
community grow by organizing and
improving their businesses, ROOgers said.
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SCSU A LOOK

AT OPTICAL KNOWIBDGE
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While First People is losing a leader in
its organization, it is gaining a future ally in
the fonn of a new organization.
Rob Callahan, former co-chairman of
First People, has made the decision to leaye
the.organization and pursue the activation of
an SCSU chapter of American Indian
Movement. Callahan said AIM tries to
improve the condition of American Indians
through job training, day care and
education. He also said he is working
closely with the Minneapolis chapter of
AIM to organize SCSU's chapter.
"We're all ready to start meeting and
putting things together," he said. "We're just
waiting for recognition."
The recognition will come from Student
~~:;s;;7;t meetin~
at 5 p.m. in the
Voyageur RoOm in
Atwood Memorial
Center.
Student
organizations· which
wish to receive
money or use campus
facilities must be
recognized
by
Student Government ROB CALLAHAN
at one of these weekly
meetings.
Callahan wrote a letter and had it read
into the minutes of last week's meeting
asking for initial recognition for this new
organization.
The senators and chairpeople of Student
Government heard the request and will vote
on it Thursday.
Callahan said he doesn't expect any
difficulties in ~ing recognized by Student
Government. Typically, an organization will

by Mandy Jackson
SCSU:.President Bruce Gtube provided four means for
helping minority student athletes in both their academic
and athletic pursuits while they attend SCSU.
In a meeting on March IO with
athletes, coaches and administrators,
Grube responded to the seven
demands for change presented to
him in a meeting on Feb. 10 with 13
athletes.
'"The student athletes think it's
important, and I agree ','fith them,"
Grube said. •~y raised issues we
can work on right away." He said he
has · been proud of this group of
BRUCE GRUBE students.
.
The four items Grube responded
to include:
0 hiring !10 advocate for minority student athletes,
0 providing assistance to Shawn Kakuk, coordinator ·
for Athletes for Success in the Classroom,
0 recruiting more minority student athletes and,
0 providing orientation for minority students that gives
an accurate picture of life in St. Cloud and at SCSU.
'The issue is there are no people of color in the
(athletic) administration," Grube said. The addition of a
person of color to the athletic department's staff would
improve communication between athletes and coaches.
Student athletes at the Feb. 10 meeting expressed
concern about having no one of color in the athletic
department to talk 19 about race issues they were
experiencing in the athletic department. By next fall
Grube said he would like to have a person of color in the
athletic
department
to
deal
with
those
concerns.
'The thing important for student athletes here is that
they are students first," Grube said. The university does
not want student athletes to leave SCSU without
graduating he said.
·
It is not known yet what kind of help will be provided
for Kakuk, who provides tutoring and support for Student
athletes.
"We would like to retain as many student athletes of
color as we can," Grube said.
The state legislature is currently considering a bill
which would bring SCSU and two other universities
in the state university system to the same level of per
student funding.

by Shawn Neudauer

;~~

) :!~:;:?s~tid:nni°~o::~:1,!~n
a week and cast a vote.
"Any organization can be recognized as
long as all students have the chance to
participate in the organization," said Kat
Pesola, senator-at-large.
First
People
is
a
local
campus/community oriented group while
AIM is a nationally recognized organization
which tries to improve conditions for
American Indians.
"Essentially, First People is a cultural
organization," Callahan said. ''AIM is more
of a activist group which tries to accomplish
things politically. People join First People to
be a part of the cultural aspect not
necessarily the political aspects."
Callahan said this new group will be for
everyone concerned about AITlerican Indian
affairs. 'There are 56 American Indian students
on campus," Callahan said. "There are
about IO people signed up for the new AIM
chapter and about a third of them are non•
Indian.
Scott ArnfersonlSrAFF PHaroGRAPHER
'This is not an organization for (only)
American Indians, it's open to everyone."
Kelvin Heim, an SCSU alumnus explains some of the finer points of
Callahan has big plans for the new
optical techniques used to develop and manufacture magnetic
organization.
recording devices Wednesday in the Math and Science Center.

Heim is an employee of the Seagate Corp., which is a worldwide
leader in magnetic and optical recording devices.

Go TO CALLAHAN, PAGE 5 •
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CAMPUS & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
Upper Deck Sports
Complex receives
new life, new license
In a 4 to I vote, the Sleams County
commissioners approved a liquor · license

application for Mark Zajaczkowski, the new
owner of the fonner Upper Deck Sports
Complex bar.
,

The bar is noi-th of Sarteli in Brockway
Township - Zajaczkowski plans to call his
new bar Sports Station, and host summer

softball and volleyball leagues.
Zajaczkowski also owns First Street
Station in St. Cloud and Benton Station in

Sauk Rapids.

The commissioner who voted against the
approval of the liquor license was Mark
Sakry. He ~aid he'd heard rumors

2.ajaczkowski has sold alcohol to minors in
the past.
Zajaczkowski denied the rumors and said
he had a perfect i:ecord and was not within 1he
60 percent of the bars who had been caught

and prosecuted for selling alcohol to minors.
First Street Station and other bars in
downtown St. Cloud have recently been
criticized ..and questioned by the St. Cloud
City Council for offering late night drink
specials such as half-priced drinks or two-for.
ones.
Zajaczkowski said the members of the St.
Cloud hospitality industry agreed not 10 have
any "crazy drink specials" last year. However,

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

STATE

Baby expert dies

TONIGHT

at 94 of heart

Hockey game

troubles,
pneumonia

The Huskies are playing
UMD at the Final Five
Playoffs in Milwaukee, Wisc.,
at 7:30 p.m. If they win, they
play UNO at 2:30 p.m. on
Friday.

Financial Aid
Today and Friday are the
last days this quarter
students can pick up their
financial aid. In the Atwood
Ballroom. Don't forget!

FRIDAY
Celebrate a Birthday
Mr. Rogers, who many
students probably spent
hours watching as children,
turns 70 today.

SATURDAY
Pakistani Night
Pakistani Night takes place
in the Atwood Ballroom at 6
p.m. The evening includes
food, entertainment and a
trip into the culture of
Pakistan_ - presented by
SCSU's Council of Pakistani
Students. For ticket
information, call 203-8636.

MARCH 30
Application deadline
Spring quarter graduation
applications are due.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it tO
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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when the bars began running some specials
again, he joined in to remain competitive.
Zajaczkowski said he gave John Severson,
city council member, a · list or his drink
specials when asked.
Commissioner Rose Arnold said she
agreed because the county. officials wollld be
keeping a close watch on the bar during the
next year- the license will be due for renewal
at that time.
Upper Deck lost and has had several
opponents to its license since James Pohl, 20
years old, hit and killed Dan Schlauderaff and
Lisa Case, 14-year-o!O in-line skaters, in
1994. The driver, a minor, admitted to
drinking at Upper Deck before the accident.
Fonner owner Danny Cladcson was in charge
at the time or the accident.

Benjamin Spock died Sund~y in
San Diego at the age or 94.
He is fatnous for his advice on
raising Children. Spock first became
known in 1946 with the publication
of his "Common Sense Book of
Baby and Child Care."
This book simply told parents it
was okay to trust themselves when
caring for their newborns and
young children. He also advised
listening to chi ldren.
His advice was common sense,
but it was extremely well-received
by anxious new parents. ·
The book sold nearly 50 million
copies in 30 languages. It is

Men on campus were anxiously
waiting for the new men's
donnitory to open on campus.
There was no definite date
given by the administration for the
new donn's opening as or the Nov.
8, 1946, issue of The College
Chronicle. However, they were
tentativeiy saying the I IO new male
residents: could move in at the start
of winter quarter.
At the time, these men were
living in the big gym in Eastman
Hall with hciusemother, Mrs. E. C.
Biller.
She was planning to move with
them and have her office and living
quarters at the new donnitory. ·
This new building faced the
athletic field with t1Yo wings
extending north and south. There
were to be 18 rooms in each wing
or the building._These rooms were
adequate to provide living space for
three men.
'The new donn also had a large
lounge on the main floor, Storage
and amusement rooms in ·the
basement, a cafeteria and a kitchen.

Monticello beal.Rocori 52-47 last Tuesday in
a Class AAA quarterfinal game at Halenbeck
Hall.
Six thousand fans turned out for Tuesday's
state toumru_nent boys basketball game.
Monticello will take on St. Thomas Academy
in the semifinals.
The ·game will be played Thursday at the
River Centre Arena (formerly the S~ Paul Civic
Center) in St Paul.
The game will also be televised on KMSP
channel 9.

& NATION BRIEFS

America's No. 2 bestseller - only
the Bible has outsold Dr. Spock's
book.
The seventh edition is due May
2, 1998, which would have been
Spock's 95th birthday.
Spock was also known for his
political activism. He took a stance
against the Vietnam War and also
opposed nuclear weapons.
Spock had been in poor health
for some time before 'his death.
Bouts or pneumonia and heart
troubles left him fragile.

announced Monday it has reached
an agreement with 32 states and
the District of Columbia regarding
the w6rding used in its mailings
and promotional materials.
American Family Publishers
regularly sends out advertisements
announcing sweepstaKes, contests
and winners.
It
also
uses
celebrity
spokespeople such as Ed McMahon
and Dick Clark to promote its
business.
One or the changes in its
advertisements includes reserving
the use of the word ''winner" for
contestants who have actually won
something.
The agreement, which was
voluntary, ~!so sets stricter
standards for the use of the word
· ''finalists."
The company must also pay a
total or $1.25 million to 26 of 32
American Family Publishers states in the settlement.

counsel finds evi4ence or perjury
and obstruction or justice in the
investigation
of
President
Clinton. This will not occur until
Kenneth Stm·submits a document
stating he has found evidence or
and has reason to believe President
Clinton is guilty or theSe
offenses.
Quayle revealed this during a
recent episode of NBC's "Meet the
Press."
Quayle
said
the .
Republicans felt they should do
what was right for the country.
Q!Jayle is in the running for the
2000 presidential race.

Republicans will
push to impeach
Clinton if guilty Sweepstakes
"winners" will
Fonner Vice President Dan
Quayle said the Republican party be winners
will push for impeachment
proceedings if the independent

Cffroriicle
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Mo1;1ticello advances
to semifinals ·after
beating Ro¢ori 52-47
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Mother, daughter tackle.campus issues
by Erin Ghere

. . - - -- ,..-- - - - ~ - . ,

_

r===='~~~~ ~

STAFF WRITER

SCSU has been a tradition in Amy
Hanson's fami ly for 30 years, but Student
Government wasn't - until last Thursday.

·

An advocate for non-traditional students is
what Lynn is becoming, according to Amy; ·

because she herself is classified as one.

Amy has been a senator-at-large with

Student Government for the past year and-·a

Amysaidflermotherhasbeenapproached
about the idea of creating an organization on

~

:

~

i
!

~~~hea;1~c~m~~t se~~:1~\;el~eeting her
Amy was not at lhe meeting, she was in
Washington D.'C. lobbying for higher
education.
"I think it will be interesting," Amy said.
"I think it will be a little or a role reversal
'" because I have been a part of Student
Gov~ment for a year and a half and.know
how things work and she's just learning all
the different things."
·
·
She asked me ir she could use ·her 1968
college l.D., but I told her no."
Lynn Hanson is returning to SCSU to
update her teaching license, after graduating
in 1969 with a degree in biology. She taught
in Melrose for one year before becoming
pregnant with her first child. ·
She traveled from Illinois to attend SCSU
in- I 967. She met her husband while living in
Shoemaker Hall.
All three . of Lynn's daughters have
attended SCSU, Amy being the last one.
Her reason for returning is a new position
she took over in November wi1h the Teenage
Parenting Program at the Area Leaming
Center Wilson. She works with teenage
parents or ~hose soon to be.
She pre";iously had worked at North
Junior High with the Student Support Room,
for students who were dismissed from class

the Studeiit. Services committee. This

:;;~~~~~~vi~~~dt~n:;::01t:~e~~r~

--.

;~~i: [~~d :7 ~i~~~:~~!;~~~g

for
0
0
Lynn's election to Student Government is

;,l. unique one. There is one graduate $tudent

·•~=:~~~
L.,j~~. .111'

-.-B..---'

Julia Peterson/Assoc/ATE EDITOR

Sophomore Amy Hanson and her mother Lynn both serve on .Student
Government Lynn is attending SCSU to renew her teaching license.
for misbehaving.
.
"I had to go back to update my teaching
license and I had to take Human Rela1ions
499," Lynn said. "I was in Student
Govemmentinjuniorcollege,andthethings
Amy came home talking about sounded
interesting."
She said these things ·sounded new and
challenging and she wanted 10 be a part of
them.
·
To Lynn, the most interesting of the
1opics, which came home with Amy were the
ones having to do with cultural diversity.
"Cultural diversity on c.ampus is my

campus for non-traditional students aod about

biggest interest. I love to see the increase· or
minorities on campus ·since I went to school
but I would like to see that expanded," she
said.
,
Si!ehasattendedameetingofFirstPeople
and MEChA this week and said she was
impressed with how many activities the
groups were involved in. She also said she
thought !here were more Native Americans
on campus and was suprised to find there
were not.
"She wants 10 get involved with things
and do a lot of hands on," Amy said.
Lynn is looking into becoming a part of

currently on Student Government, but there weren't any non-traditional students until her
election.
"When We were .asking her questions for
the position, she di4n't tell anyone .she was
Amy's mom,''. said sophomore senator-at1arge Marisa Adler. "I thought it was really
great that she wanted 10 earn the position on
her own merit."
Her p:::,sition is for the duration or spririg
quarter.
As for the mother/daughter team, Amy
and Lynn both agree they like the situation.
1bey have worked together before, according
to Amy, but never in this situation.
"Right now, at least, I love it," Amy said.
"I am on campus so much I never see my
parents, and this helps me see her more."
Lynn added, "I get to spend more qua1ity
time with my daughter and we both get to
expand our awareness of each other."
As for other members of Studen1
Government, the enthusiasm is matched.
"I think they are going to make it fun. It
will be interesting to see how they interact
wi1h each other," Adler said.

Highway safety ·center gets attention from KARE-11
, ~y gs,hy HfJUdffk 1 ,,.

······s'r.'1Fi'WRiTER1~..i

anti-lock br,k)ng . ~tste~s. sk!di
_cont~~. > t~~old an:nd st!~~;

~~

One camJ)us facility and the combinations on slippery roads and
professor in charge of it are getting air bag infonnation. The Advanced
statewide attention.
Driving Program includes basic
The Minnesota Highway Safety driving safety lips for the general
Center Research Project for public. Other Advanced Driver
Snowmobile Safety was featured Programs
include:
Pursuit .
on KARE I I news Feb. 21 and 22. Intervention . Trainirlg,
Law
The Minnesota Highway Safety Enforcement, Fire and Ambulance,
Center
Driver
Improvement School Bus, Truck (Van and
Program is located in the Education Tractor· Trailer) and
Road
Building, A120-D. The .research Maintenance (Snow Plow).
was
focused
on
handling
According to the Minnesota
snowmobiles with different kinds Driver's Manual
from
the
of tracks, in diffe~nt - snow Minnesota Department of Public
conditions, . driver perception and Safety, standard brakes must be
reaction, alcohol use and asphalt able to stop a vehicle within 25 feet
surface.
when moving at a speed of 20 mph
The researchers included SCSU on a hard, fl.it, dry road surface.
faculty, repiesentatives of Melrose Some vehicles have anti-lock
High School, Arctic Cat of Thief brakes. ABS is part of an advanced
River Falls and the Minnesota braking system which helps to keep
Department of Natural Resources. a vehicle under control in an
· They will continue to work on this emergency situation.
project as weather pennits.
The
manual
also
has
The MHSC was featured during infonnation on controlling skidding
KARE- I I "Sunrise Morning on slippery roads. When a vehicle
News" from Feb. 23 to 27. Each starts to skid, its tires lose their grip
day, Larry Ouellette, coordinator of on the road surface. When this
the Driver Improvement Program, happens a person's first instinct is to
and KARE- I I rep:::,rter ·Kim Insley slam on his or her brakes. This can
presented safety tips for drivers.
cause a car to skid raSter. A person
"KARE- II came here (to willalsolosecontrolofthesteering
SCSU)," Ouellette said. "We talked because the front wheels will lock.
about several safety tips for winter To pull out of a· skid, · tum the
driving."
steering wheel in the direction the
This month the center expects to rear-of the car is moving. Th~ main
be featured three times on KARE- thingtorememberwhenacarskids
11 . The MHSC will show a film on is to remaln calm and not to
anti-lock brake training.aRd air bag overreact.
.
information. The training was
Aif bags, the manual states, are
conducted at the Driving Range by automatic res1raint systems that
Dave Schultz of Advanced Driving · require no action _oo the part of
Programs. The ·driving range is vehicle occupants. Driver side
located near Highway 10, across airbags are stored in the hub of the·
from the St. Cloud Correctional steering wheel and the passengerFaci)ity.
side air bags are located inside the
The class includes training on instrument panel. Air bags are
understanding the proper use of primarily effective in protecting

Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDmJR

John Palmer, director of the Minnesota Highway Safety Center Driver Improvement Program has
been working wtth KARE-11 television to bring safety tips to Minnesota drivers.

:~ri~~!~

b~~~~e:e1f«1:~ro~:~~~
in the event of a side, rear or in a
rollover crash. For an air bag's
maximurit effectiveness, the safety,
lap and shoulder belts should
always be used.
The center is a 40-acre facility.
It's the first of its kind in the North
Central United States. The facility
was designed by the Minnesota
Department of Transportation.
Training first began in 1974. Types
of training and programs have
COntinued to expand and change
over the years. Additional traffic
safety classes offered are: Kids

r::~~tg i!%~;a~inn~ta Sruge~~
Demonstration
Students who enroll in the safety
classes are entitled to a IQ-percent
discount on their auto insurance.
All driver improvement courses
must be refreshed every three years
to keep the discount in effect.
For more information on these
programs offered by the Minnesota
Highway Safety Center, call
255-2 185 or visit the web site at
www.stcloudstate.edu/-mhsc.
For information on the Driving
Range, call Dave Schultz at

255-3123.

~-Some~---w-ecy~-,-ug_g_es-tio-,-,-to~,
vehicles equipped with air bags
include:
O
Move the driver's seat as
far back from the steering wheel as,
possible.
O
Make sure the passenger
scat is pushed back from the dash as
far as possible.
O
Don't smoke cigarettes,
cigarsorpipeswhcndriving.
Q
Do not put cbiklren in the
front scaL
□
Always
wear
and
properly adjust the lap and shoulder
safetybclts.
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Women in the economy
topic ofWedn~y forum
"Women are exposed to toxic
women are the unseen assemblers
of consumer goods such as toys; pollutants," Mann said. ''Their
desigrier jeans and electr~mics. household water and food afe
The Women's Center kicked off Multinational corporations in Third contaminated."
Spring quarter's "Womeri on World countries such as Indonesia
Low wages are the main-reasons
Wednesday" series, with a and the Philippines ha11e no laws corporations move to Third World
presentation, 'The New Enforcers: limiting work hours.
nations. A female assembly worker
The multinationals.
'The Global economy affects in the US is likely to earn $6. l 0 to
Speaker, Polly Mann addressed e_veryone," Mann said.
$8 an hour. In comparison, many
"il group in the South Voyageurs
Mann said seVeraJ companies Third World women doing the
Room. The presentation, _was an· have no health or safety regulations. same work will earn $6 a day.
event which coincides with The When women revolt often times
According to Mann, they don't
National Women's History Month.
the,Y are threatened with violence. want to pay a male worker for when
Jane Olsen .. director of The Mann said women are sometimes they can hire a women for 40 to 60
Women's Center said, women are locked in factories, burned or percent less.
the majority of labor forc'e in Third killed.
"People get paid peanuts. while
World countries for corporations
"In 1983, 188 women were investors can go to Arizona and buy
like Nike and Guess.
found dead in Bangkok," Mann a house," Mann said.
"People need to know what said. "People denied decent wages
Cheap labor doesn't always
businesses exploit women and will revolt."
correspond to cheap prices.
children," Olsen said.
According
to
Mann
She spoke about militarism and
Mann, a member of Women corporations
use
minority multinational
corporali9ns.
Against Military Madness, spoke populations for profit. women, According to Mann after World
about several conditions women children, people of color, migrant war II militarism became an aspect
face
with
multinational workers and immigrants. ln chapter of government. Military spending
corporations. Mann discussed five, "Made in the U.S.A: comprises half of the national
several issues which included: Twentieth Century Sweatshops," budget. Soine of the military
industrial pollution, unsafe work The federal Occupational Safety spending goes to military forces in Lynnae Sclmuler!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
environments, low :. wages, and and Health Administration enforces Third World countries.
militarism.
safe and healthy working
Global businesses work with Women ·on Wednesday presenter Polly Mann, discussed the
According to a book, "Women conditions.
governments and military units to issue of women in the global economy.
in the Global Factory" by Annette
It doesn't have standards for improve their profit margins and
"Corporations make gifts to
On May 7 WAMM and SCAR
Fuentes and Barbara Ehrenreich, in many of the substances used in increase labor.
politicians," Mann said.
members will block the doors of
the last 30 years multinational electronic plants. The illness rate in
"Indonesia, The Philippines, and
Mann also said women need to Alliant Tech, also a weapons
~orporations such as Sears Roebuck the electronic industry is one pf the Nicaragua need !!ducation." Mann become educated on multinational manufacturer.
and General Electric rely on highest. Women are regularly said.
corporations to make corporations
For more information on
women around the world to keep exposed t'o solvents which may
The US supplies anns to their accountable.
WAMM
has WAMM or SCAR call WAMM at
labor costs down and profits up. In cause menstrual and fertility corrupt
leaders.
Global confronted
Honeywell,
a (612) 827-5364 or stop by the
chapter one, "Around the World problems, liver and kidney damage corporations and politics are Minnesota
company
which SCARofficearAC-117.
with Multinational Corporations" and cancer.
interconnected.
man~factures military weapons. ·

by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Semesters bring changes March declared Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome Month
by Karlee Morgan

completely been dropped due to lack of
enrollment.
"We have cleaned up programs that have
The semester bulletin is available bringing outlived their usefulness and are not needed
changes to the bachelor of electives studies anymore," Holder said. "For example. we are
program and biology department.
getting rid of the elementary education minor
'The new bulletin is out with .a new look, because students aren't minoring in it."
different size, and semester infonnatlon," said Lin
On the semester system students will need 120
Holder, associate vice president of Academic credits to graduate with an equivalent of 41
Affairs. "I think we have the best semester bulletin general -education credits. Credits 'are being
we can get and it's pretty accurate."
converted by multiplying the number of credits a
· The biology department has made major students has by 67 percent.
revisions changing the bachelor of arts degree to i!
"We are expecting minor errors in the
bachelor of science.
bulletin," Holder said. "Majors as well as
"We have revised the program because ·a departments will vary a lot for the next few years.
bachelor of arts degree allowed students to choose Departments will analyze how individual student
. more electives and it was less structured," said credits will transfer to the semester system. It
David
Degroote,
won't be simply the decision
chainnan of the biology
of the Office of Records."
department. "It didn't
'There will be two
provide enough training
summer quarters this year and
in specific lab skills.
the semester system will not
Now all courses will
begin until the fall academic
well
have
lab
to
session," Holder added.
compliment the class
We have seen an enonnous
will
lectures."
increase
in
students
The
biology
graduating this spring to avoid
department - dropped
having to carry over into the
several elective courses
semester system," she said.
to cater to more specific
"Students are finishing under
Lin Holder
lab study.
quarters and this is an early
ASSOCIA,:E VICE PRESIDENT OF
"Better lab skills will
indication
the
spring
result in more job
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
commencement will be
opportunities for our
large."
graduates," Degroote
The application deadline
said. "Our B.A. program
for spring gradllation is
was designed 25 years ago. Today the job market March 30. Applications may be picked up in
is different and requires more specialized skills; Administration Services room 120.
therefore, it was time to revise our program to
The advising center is open from 8 a.m. until
keep up with what employers are looking for."
3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday in the Atwood
Students in the biology department have been Memorial Center room 102. Transcripts can be
advised on these changes since fall quarter. accessed from the advising center.
Guidelines and infonnation are available from the
The Office of Academic Affairs advises all
department located in the Math and Science students to see their advisers and keep a copy of
Building room 262.
their course plan.
, Several BES courses and programs have
STAFF WRITER

Majors, as
as
departments,
vary a rot for the next
few years.

by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

Gov. Ame Carlson recently issued a
proclamation declaring March as
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Awareness
Month.
CFS is a debilitating disease.
Symptoms include extreme and longlasting fatigue, muscle aches, impaired
f;;~~n~=na'.nds~:d!:~ts, tender
The Centers for Disease Control
Prevention have estimated four to IO out
of 100,000 people suffer from this often
misunderstood illness. Several studies
are in process at the National Institutes
of Health, CDC and research institutes
around the world.
Eight million dollars have been
budgeted for CFS research in 1998
alone. Since some individuals and
physicians are unfamiliar with CFS,
routine medical exams and diagnostic
tests often fail to suggest disease.
"I have never seen a case of chronic
fatigue, and we haven't had anyone
come in for diagnosis"," said Dr. John
Hann of SCSU's Health Services.
'Therefore, I'm n0t aware of the
testing process," Hann said. "Even on
the Internet it's revealed the Esptein•
Barr virus which is related ·to
mononucleosis has no link to chronic
fatigue, although I don't necessarily
believe everything I read about chronic
fatigue."
Symptoms may persist for months or
years, dramatically affecting the
victim's life.
Effective treatments are not yet
determined. Diagnosis for .chronic
fatigue comes, after ruling out all other

possibilities such as Muscular
Dystrophy and Lupus.
''The word 'fatigue' does not
adequately describe the debilitation
people with CFS experience," said
Judy Brasso, president of the
volunteer CFS Association of
Minnesota. "Everyone is tired at times,
but the level of fatigue associated
with this illness is 1000 times worse
than that which healthy people
experience."
CFS is defined by at least six months
of profound fatigue, nu-like symptoms
and cognitive difficulty. CFS diminishes
energy making it nearly impossible
to attend school, work or socialize.
'"There is no known cause or cure for
CFS," said Kim Helstrom, Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome Association of
Minnesota volunteer. "CFS is usually
triggered by another illness which
affects the immune system. I became ill
after contracting a virus my son had. My
· son got well and I didn't."
The disease has gotten the attention
of the medical profession and the
federal government.
"CFS is recognized and validated by
the medical field," Helstrom said. "Even
social security recognizes CFS as a
disease."
The Minneapolis Medical Research
Foundation _has included a special
research program on CFS as part of
its newly fanned Institute for Brain
and Immune Disorders.
Dr. Burt Sharp and Dr. Philip
Peterson are two scientists who have
been exploring the interactions between
the brain and immune system.
For more infonnation on CFS
contact Health Services at 255-3/9/.
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Some short-term goals include planning some fund-raisers
andbringing students to an American Indian ceremony in
Pipestone, Minn. this summer.
Another important short-tenn goal for Callahan is the
recirculation of the Leonard Peltier petition. This is a petition to
get Peltier released from prison. Callahan said Peltier was
wrongfully 22 years ago for the murders of two FBI agents in
South Dakota. Peltier is currently setving two life sentences for
the murders. Ca11ahan also said the some of the evidence in the
government case against Peltier was falsified and also said the FBI
admitted, in a later appeal, not knowing who was the actual killer
of the two agents.
Collen Rowley, media relations spokeswoman for the FBI's
Minneapolis office, said the case wasn't that simple.
"This case has been up on appeal numerous times," she said.
'The FBI put together a fact booklet regarding this case in 1993.
,Tl!C judges have heard appeaJs based on two theories and while
one of them failed, the conviction was upheld on the other theory.
Rowley also said the concerns Of people like Callahan ~
specificaJly addressed in the fact booklet.
A finaJ immediate goal of Callahan's is to begin a library at the
Cultural Center in AMC. CaJlahan said the funding for the library
is already in place. He said the new library would have videos and
books the SCSU library doesn't have.
CaJlahan said his long-tenn goal is to be able to establish the
new AIM chapter pennanently and have contacts throughout the
country. These contacts would be with other chapters both on
campuses and in communities.
CaJlahan said he thinks the new organization has a place at
SCSU and he hopes.others will welcome the chapter.
"A lot of people have heard bad things aoout the American
Indian movement in genera] and some of them may be true,"
Callahan said. "But an Amerii;an Indian organization centered on
academia is not a threat to anyone."
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Departments join to
present Civil War film ~eries
by Tyson Jahn

The first film, "Birth of a Nation," will be held today at
no cost and is set to start at 6 p.m. It will run until about 9
p.m. in room I00 of Centennial Hall.
SCSU history professor Betsy Glade will be· joined by
"I feel that it is important for people to come and see all
faculty members of the theater and film studies and minority three films.," Glade said. "It's important to realize that there
studies departments to conduct a discussion series on the are changing ideas of cultural contents over the cqurse of the
Cfvil War and Reconstruction.
20th century."
"
·
·•1 think people should be aware that history is not just a
"Gone With the Wind" will be the second film showing
fact, it's an interpretation," Glade said. 'The films deaJ with at Centennial HaJI and will be split into two parts, with part
the present concerns of the day in which it was written."
one showing on April 2 and part two on April {6. Glade
Ron Perrier, professor of theater
points out that it is vitaJ that the
and film studies, said he will be
audience sees how Hollywood
giving introductions and heading
represents and/or misrepresents this
discussions with audience members
period in U.S. History.
aftei- the movies are shown.
"I want to know what the three
''All I know is that I am on the
contexts brought up for them (the
panel of professors and I have to
audience)," Glade said. "People might
give a s~h." Perrier said. 'Tus
perceive the films as entertainment,
idea is Glade's baby, and she has
like the 'Titanic,' when it is actually
done a lot of the work"
something that is disastrous."
·
Perrier will be joined by Brad
The last film, "Glory," is set to air
Chisholm, who is also a professor of
on April 30.
theater and film studies, and
"I think as a audience member, a
minority stu&es professor Robert
person has to view the historical
Johnson.
content, race relations and film
century.
"I've been chosen to be on the
industry content," Glade said. "In
panel of professors to do some
'Glory,' African Americans came from
Betsy Glade
criticaJ commenting on aspects of
not only the north, but the south, and
HISTORY PROFESSOR
our culture,'' Johnson said "I am
for African Americans, the Civil War
going to try to provide some
was a war of liberation."
'
anaJysis of the content of the film, how it pertairis to race
Glade also noted that there Will be refresh,ments provided
relations and help present another perspective on the issues." at the event.
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It's important to
realize that there are
changing ideas of
cultural contents over
the course of the 20th
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color."
Dennis Lorsung, head baseball coach, said
PAGE 1 the biggest-problem for recruiting athletes of
colm: for baseball is that there are not very
· Morris Kurtz, SCSU athletic director, said many minority athletes involved in baseball
funding for the athletic department from this in Minnesota. He pointed out that even at the
bill could be used to create a position for a life University o:f Minnesota- TWin Cities, which
skills counselor/advocate as well as is located in the midttle of a large
additional coaching positions to help recruit metropolitan area, there is only one minority
and retain minority athletes.
baseball player listed in the media guide for
'The funding could address academic the program. And, that player is from Illinois.
Lorsung said he may have to go out of the
concerns on campus as w~ll as provide
resources for the athletic department to be state to recruit minority athletes.
"We don't have the budget," Lorsung said
used in recruiting additional student athletes
of color," Kurtz said.
in reference to non revenue sports. He said
Budget restrictions limit recruiting to the baseball program has not had a budget
mostly Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, North increase in at least three years.
Dakota arid South Dakota, according to
"You recruit the best people you can," said
Kurtz. He said more funding for· athletics Tracy Dill, head men's and women's track
would allow for coaches to travel farther to and field coach. Dill recruits basically in
recruit students athletes of color.
,
Minnesota and Wisconsin.
"Additional .scholarship. dollars would
!]rube said some private fundraising may
enable our coaches to attract and retain have to be done to raise money 10 be able to
student -athletes of color," Kurtz said. recruit more minority athletes, as well as for
"Scholarship dollars are essential if we are to the other items recently announced. More
be successful in recruiting student athletes or money is needed for coaches t~ expand their

Athletes

Gift

PAGE1

It will accomplish this by
providing counseling and a
matching process between investors
and those people with ideas.
According to its brochure, the
center's primary emphasis is
entrepreneurial initiatives in the
upper Midwest. It went on to say
emergmg
communications
technology will enable the center to
influence, serve and use resources
in a global market.
''The donation will help us
deliver programs and services

people will enjoy;" Rodgers said. '1t
will be very helpful for th~
university mission. I am honored to
be the direCtor of the Harold
Anderson Entrepreneurial Center."
"I think this donation will really
help educate people how much
priva1e support means to the
university," Teal said,
The gift supports Anderson's
business plan, according to Teal.
"He was aware of what we were
trying to accomplish," he said.
'This gift will help make it a first•
class center."
Only 39 percent of the money
SCSU is given is from the state of
Minnesota. The remaining amount

recruiting area, not necessarily to be able to students. Grube said minority athletes have
asked that the university provide orientation
provide more scholarships, Grube said.
As f0t; recruiting more coaches o( color, for students of color that would give a true
Lersung Said there· has been an emphasis and accurate picture of what they will face in
across the country for hiring more minority a predominantly white community like St
coaches. Lorsung is the chairperson of the Cloud.
"That kind of honesty
committee for hiring a
will work well all around,"
head basketball coach.
Grube said, especially for
The choice for
students coming from
minority co~hes in
large metropolitan areas.
choosing a position
He said plans to enhance
comes
down
to
opportunity, Lorsung
It's a problem"tiot orientation for students of
color fit in - with the
said.
Prospective
just for athktics university's Program to
coaches
have
to
consider issues like cold
Racism and
but for the whol.e Combat
Minnesota weather and
Racial Harassment and to
Enhance
Cultural
cultural
differences
university.
Diversit)'.
when thinking of
"Our coaches feel
scsu.
Dennis Lorsung
"It's a problem not
strongly that . the athletic
HEAD BASEBALL COACH
just for athletics but fQr
department can be of great
assistance, as SCSU
the whole university,"
strives to diversify our student population and
Lorsung said.
SCSU faculty are currently working on a create a safe learning environment free from
required course on diversity issues for all prejudice and discrimination,",Kurtz said.

is raised by tuition and private gifts.
The university doesn't ·exist
primarily with its partnership With
the state.'1 think this gift will be a
great role model for others," Teal
said.
The center's fonnal kickoff will
take place in May with a meeting of
its board of directors. The task force
of business leaders and university
officials who developed the center's
business plan aim to make the
Harold Anderson Entrepi:eneurial
Center one of the top 50 in the
United States.
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Semester switch equals tuition increase
by Danielle Schmidt
CAREER

& MONEY EDITOR

The transition from quarters to semesters is right around
the comer.
·
There are plenty of new changes in credit and classes
r happening with this transition.
However, there is also a
l{an~tion that may be one of the biggest from quarters to
sembters. How will the cost of classes change? ,
Under the current quarter system tire cost of each credit is
$52.50 for undergraduate Minnesota resident and $113.95 for
undergraduate non-resident.

Minnesota resident will pay $1,980.80 and $3,139.20 for nonMinnesbta residents.
There is only a $39 difference between room and board.
The quarter system was a little less costly. This amount of
$3,066 annually for the semester system and $3,027 annually
for the quarter system. Both includes a 21 meal plan, double
occupancy room. This will still be cheaper than paying for an
average apartment around campus. When rent is included to
many other miscellaneous bills.3
The One thing that the semesters ended up costing more is
in ·the student activity fee. With semesters on an average of 16

credits the cost is $428.32 year9'. Through the quarter system
the cost is $377.64 yearly. Leaving $44.68 per student more
in the semester system. Where is the extra money going?
Good question. Does anyone know? No sourtes contacted
seemed to have ·the answer.
·
·The cost of books will be about the same with a semester
system and quarter system. Being estimated at $600 yearly .
for both systems. The transition to ;i semester system may be
easier when students know it may c?st a little less.

For graduate

residents each credit is $80.15 and nonresident $126.95. For semesters each credit
for undergraduate Minnesota resident ls
$80.40 per credit and $181.10 for nonresidents. For graduate residents the cost is
$123.80 and $196.20 for non-residents
enrolled in graduate programs.
Many students may be interested to know
that semesters cost less than quarters. For an
average of 16 credits a quarter undergraduate
,,. Minnesota resident the cost is $840 Which is
$2,520 a year. For a semester of an
undergraduate Minnesota resident with 16
credits, which is the amount of credits a full
time students will be taking, will cost
$1,086.40 which is $2,172.80 a year. This is
a. $347.:i0 decrease from quarters to
semesters.
An undergrad~ate non-Minnesota
resident taking an average of 16 credits under
a.quarter system it will cost$ l ,_823.20. Under
a semester system it will cost $2,897.60 each
semester for an undergraduate non-resident of
Minnesota.
For a graduate student under a quarter
system being a Minnesota resident the cost is
$1,282.40 quarterly. A non-Minnesota
resid~nt under the quarter system will Pay
$2,031.20 for graduate classes. In the
semester system a graduate student

Budget plan ·eases life expenses
Career and Money
editor offers budgeting
tips for students
, ,. by Danielle Schmidt
CAREER & MONEY EDITOR

The semester system is coming in Fall
1998.
Students who received financial aid in
three quarters will now be receiving
payments in 1wo semesters.
.
Changes are occurring so will be helpful
to budget that money over a longer period of .
time.
Students who feel as if they fall short of
money when the quarter is not quite over yet
Many may feel short-changed when the
semester is still in full swing and any extra
money received through financial aid to help
with rent and extras is not there.
It is also good for students to start making
a plan of their moqey when they are close
to graduating. Starting a new job and
possibly having to pay back student loans
can seem overwhelming if a person waits
until the last minute.
It's nice to talk about budgeting
money, but it is a great thing when someone
actually does it. Students can feel more
relaxed when they are not living pay check to
pay check.

The first thing to do when starting to
budget money is to estimate ~ow much
money will be received monthly or semiannually with financial aid.
Wait to estimate tax refunds and other
large an:iounts of money received once a year.
It is a good idea to know how much money a
person actually has before starting to spend it.
Estimate all fixed
expenses. Estimate
car insurance , auto
loan, health care
expenses, rent, phone
bill, NSP bill, and
cable. Other expenses
include gasoline,
credit cards, food, and
entertainment.
It would be
h·elpful to use a piece
DANIELLE
of paper and write
down how much is
SCHMIDT
being used for one
month. This will
estimate what will be used in future months.
People sometiineS"find once expenses are
accounted for there is no money left over to
spend. It can be easier to ~pend more money
on fun and less on rent, meals, and bills.
Hopefully keeping track of things will help
out. Other expenses come up like clothes,
gifts, and car repairs.
If possible, getting a savings account with
no minimum balance and putting a few
dollars in _it whenever possible will help when
emergencies occur.

. Setting goals is important for when
students graduate. There are a few things like
new furniture and new clothes which may be
needed out of school.
Starting to think about long-range
expenses are as important as setting any oth@
life long goal. Goals will keep things in
focti.s. When enough money is saved and
budgeted there may be enough to take a trip.
The month after making spending chart
wilLhelp evaluate where the money is
actually going. ThiS may or may not be a
surprise. Keeping_track of finances now will
be a great start for future plans.
Another important thing to keep track of is
receipts.
Keeping receipts in an old shoe box is a
good idea because things may break even
after having the item for a long period of
time. Some things are still returnable even
after months have past.
Organization is also a great way to save
money. Keeping money in piles in a pocket
or a dresser drawer is hard to keep track_of
how much is spent.
Try keeping money in a neat spot all
together.
Before spending money it is a important to
know is this item being bought really needed.
Just stay out of stores and that will save all of
the money a person has.
Instead of compulsive buying put items on
a list of items wanted. If the item is importanl
enough it will be bought sooner or later.

He who buys what he does not want, will
soon want what he camwt buy.

Tax Season
creeping closer
by Danielle Schmidt
CAREER

& MONEY EDITOR

Don't forget April 15 is right around
the comer.
'
According to Terrance Gray, H&R
block represlative, there are new tax
laws to beware of. Many of the new
laWs can greatly benefit people. If
people do their own taxes, they may
want to get knowledge of the new tax
laws.
It is not difficult for a student to do
their own taxes. The tax fonns can be
picked up at local libraries or · tax
offices.
A very good advantage for students
living in apartments is receiving a
property tax refund.
This is a·
percentage of of the rent 'paid to
landlords. All landlords needed to give
theirCRP fonnsout by Jan. 31.
This fonns tells tl:!e portion of taxes
paid. People not eligible for this refund
would ·needed to have made over
$39,000. The refund will be received
in August

To get free help on filing taxes call
volunteer income-tax assistance at J
(8()()) 652-9094.
Fact: The IRS generally docs not
audit anyone after three years. People
have six years in which to file amended
tax returns.
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Non.traditional students
get a new advocate in
newly elected senator
Congratulations to Lynn Hanson on her recent
election to Student Government.
Hanson was elected as a Seriator-at-large at last
Thursday's meeting. She is an alumna of SCSU, a
teacher in St. Cloud, a mother of three and brings a
great deal of experience to SCSU.
Hanson was asked to comment before the election on
what she would bring to Student Government if she
were elected. She said she wanted to be an advocate for
non traditional students and be extensively involved in
cultural diversity issues. Well, she' II get her fill of
culturally diverse issues here.
What's really important is she brings with her a
wealth of experience most of us don't have yet. She
brings life experience - real world experience.
Maybe she can help her daughter Amy straighten
things out with the Minnesota State University Student
Association. Amy is Student Government's MSUSA
campus representative.
It's good to see our Student Government growing
more diverse. Lynn is the only nontraditional student
member of Student Government.
We've needed a person who underStands non-trads.
Many non-trads have a difficult time adjusting to life as
a student. Most traditional students don't see any
difference, but ask a non-trad what it's like being in
class with people who were in the third grade when
they graduated high school. They tend to have a better
outlook as students. They know the value of the dollars
they're spending on their education. They see life a little
differently than other students.
They look at things through the prism of their
experiences, whereas most traditional students are still
in the experiencing phase of their lives. To these
traditional students everything is new. Many times these
people are trying to adjust to the social elements of
being an adult.
That's really what college is all about anyway learning how to function as an educated adult.
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Right idea, wrong medium
Just the other day I had
satisfying habitat.
issues written in
a gentleman call me with
Anyhow, the man said
newspapers are negative
a list of questions about
he wanted to start a
stories.
how to go about starting a minority community
That may be true, but a
newspaper. I receive an
newspaper for the St.
newspaper has to be
array of phone calls, but
Cloud area.
unbiased and objective. It
can't sugar-coat any issue.
never one of this
He said he was
sort.
·
::· thinking about
.
I agree the issues,
At first I was
• ·
publishing twice a
especially in this neck of
the woods, have been
kind of surprised
. ;;;; . .
month and would
and actually
· , like to have a
negative, but I'm not sure
uncomfortable
~- .
newspaper similar
if a newspaper should be
with some of the
·- ..
to the one you have the method in which we
que_stions he was
t
in your hands right
send this message. .
asking.
\
now.
This idea may be better
However; I later found
I don't know if that was off as a newsletter which
out he wanted to start his
suppose to be a
coukl be published for the
own newspaper in the St.
compliment, but I took it
community. He also
Cloud area. My reaction
as one.
wanted to know if the
suddenly changed. This
He said he anted to
carnp~s paper would be
could be cool.
start a positive minority
interesting in helping out.
I think most people
newspaper.
Students need practical
wouldn't talk to someone
The words startled me
experience. I said if
who wanted to start a
as soon as they left his
something' did get
newspaper, but this guy
mouth.
running, I'm sure students
definitely called the right
I didn't
would want
place and the right person. tell him
to help out.
· That's because I live
that,
Since his
and breathe newspapers.
because I
phone call, I
And even some days I
didn' t want
have been
He said he
feel like the newspapers
to
thinking
I work for are like a leech discourage
wanted to start a about how
sucking the life out of
his efforts in
much fun it
me.
publishing a positive minority would be to
When actually I realize
newspaper,
start a
newspaper.
it's only my social life the which could
newspaper.
slimy leech is drawing
someday
--------I really
from my body.
really
admire his
I'm at the newspaper
benefit this community.
initiative and told him I
every day therefore I truly
I still liked his idea of
would answer any further
must have a desire for the
trying to start another
questions and help out in
atmosphere and the life of newspaper in the area
anyway I could.
as a journalist and
besides the St. Cloud
To be honest I don't
probably have no reason
Times, but you can't have remember his name, but
to complain. Besides, I put an all-positive newspaper.
hope his ideas and desires
myself in this_strange but
He said many times the make a difference.

m
: .·:
::':f!I. '
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Tattooed
in Texas
Since I was old enough to remember, my .
mother has always told me that I had "the
face of an angel."
t Well, that's all good and fine when you 're
six ·yetrrs old, but what happens after you've
reached puberty and you~re stuck with that

goody-two-shoes reputation?
I suppose having "the face of an angel" has
helped me in some aspects. My director must
think I've got that wholesome and pure look
•

also, because she cast me

a Woman

few weeks ago.

R

Wise Words of as Sandy in "Grease" a

it's~ c~~:~:~·
0
~

1

Faculty-demands are reasonable

I've wanted to play Sandy
since I saw Olivia Newtori
John in the movie when I
There are three issues associated
was in secOnd grade.
with MnSCU and faculty contract
However, my favorite part negotiations that should be of
was the last scene where,
concern to you: appointmentdressed in black and
promotion-tenure criteria (APT),
· AIMEE
smoking a cigarette, she
contract negotiations and advocacy
GAPSIEWICZ
says ''Tell me about it,
by the chancellor.
stud!"
Af'T criteria at SCSU are
I've h',ld to live vicariously through these
incongruous. The SCSU
dynamic yet fictitious characters for years administration is trying to make
until now.
SCSU a "top 10" institution through
Why couldn't I play the provocative and
insistence on APT criteria more
sarcastic Rizzo who constantly rips poor
consistent with a research institution
Sandra Dee to shreds? Because I have been
than a teaching institution;
cursed with the good girl look.
·
concurrently, the chancellor's office
Before I went to South Padre Island for
tends to treat its campuses as
spring break this year, my director halffactories; maximize productivity,
heartedly warned me that if I got crazy and
minimize cost. I often feel that if
got a tattoo, she'd make sure it would show
MnSCU had the ability they would
when she designs my costume for the last
use the "Nike model'' and transfer
scene.
, teaching to a thir~7world country.
Well, Jodi, what if I told you I took you· up
on your dare?
No, I wasn't drunk or impulsively stupid. I
picked out the tattoo an!i then sat on my duff
In response to the letter from
for 24 hour,; before I decided to just go for it.
David Malerich of the University of
Let's see, should I get the skull and
Minnesota, ("Rude behavior mars
crossbones, black rose with blood dripping
off it or a butterfly with its wings spread? The SCSU image;' March 12, 1998),
unfortunately, all that glitters is not
vote was unanimous.
Golden Gopher fans.
The butterfly symbolizes all I think is
As an alumnus of St. Cloud State
beautiful, and putting it on my body takes it
University and a resident of the city
one step further.
of St. Paul, Minn., I have practiced
I was shaking so terribly my name was
divided loyalty between my beloved
barely legible on the paper work. The artist's
alma mater and the athletic teams I
name was Raul, and both his arms were
covered with body art. I wonder if he did his
grew up cheering at the U of M. I
own work.
have spent many afternoons and
nights in the Barn and Mariucci
I felt like the freak ;.ith three eyes at a
circus, as other customers watched the
cheering the maroon and gold
against rivals with whom I had no
process at the open parlor.
connection. But when the SCSU
Raul incessantly complained that the
Huskies come to town, I always don
bearings on the electric needle were about
shot while he pierced my skin with permanent the red and .bla9k and cheer proudly
for my school. Honestly, my support
ink, and struck terror in my heart.
Surprisingly, it didn't hurt at all, but I went of SCSU in the "enemy territory" of
Mariucci Arena is usually met with
home in shock that I actually did it. I'm still
smiling, sporting jibes from the
shocked. But I like it.
rodent faithful. Usually.
It's such a natural high - to be bad. I've
At the Dec. 19th match-up
been running up to all my friends for the past
between SCSU and the U of M, I
two weeks, saying, "Want to see my tattoo?"
I may still have "the face of an angel," but
had the good fortune of sitting
center ice about 15 rows behind the
now I also have the hip-bone of a rebel.

Contract negotiations are
disingenuous at best. While the
faculty members would willingly
place their offer on the table for
consideration by an impartial
arbitrator, MnSCU refuses. Might it
be because their offer is not
reasonable?
.
The chancellor appears not to be
an advocate of the system. The state
is in its best financial condition in
decades, perhaps ever. University of
Minnesota President Yudof has
boldly proclaimed that this is the
time to make major improvements
to the salaries and the buildings on
his campuses. In contrast, our
Chancellor Anderson has offered
less than inflation-adjusted salaries
to his faculty and comparably
minimal funding for other budget

items, thus keeping SCSU as one of
the lowest-funded institutions of its
kind iri the nation and keeping the
student portion of the SCSU budget
at near the highest in the nation.
Even if you think faculty salaries are
generous. you must consider the fact
that if we cannot be competitive
nationally then we cannot maintain,
much less improve, our programs,
and the position of the chancellor's
office seems destined to relegate us
all to mediocrity.
The quality of your education and
your academic credentials are at '
stake here. You; as a student, are the
most powerful voice on campus; it is
time to make your voice heard.
J. Michael Nelson
Professor

Some students ruin image for all

a

penalty boxes, amidst the sea of
maroon and gold. As the Husky
hockey follower-will remember.
SCSU scored early and often in the
first period giving myself and my
friends numerous opportunities to
celebrate, to the dismay of most of
the op_lX)sing fans around_us and
raising the ire of a select few.
These young U of M undergrads
began pelting myself directly, and
the unfortunate around me
indirectly, with garbage: paper wads.
soda cups, popcorn boxes, perhaps
even wadded copies of their below
average report cards: Wqen I caught
them in the ac~ they shrunk back to
hide, but when I turned again to the
ice their childish barrage continued.
When confronted, they denied. The
one thing I did that you did not, Mr.
Malerich, is contact security. Faced
with expulsion from an event these
young men probably don't even
remember, their garbage throwing
stopped, but their garbage mouths
were just beginning. I was
embarrassed for the parents with

children in our section, and for the
true Gopher fans. But I was not
embarrassed fo'r the University of
Minnesota because a few idiots
watched "Animal House" too many
times and chose to enter a fine
institution and then act like
themselves instead of human beings.
So, our experiences balance each
other. Your garbage throwers do not
represent the goals, objectives,
ideals, and accomplishments St.
Cloud State University has achieved
and continues to strive for and
expect from its population. Nor do
my trashmen carry the banner for
the Univei:sity of Minnesota.
I would agree with you with a
slight twist in phrasing. I believe no
TRUE Gopher or Husky fan with a
sincere ·understanding and passion
for sport and the school they
represent would ever resort to
throwing "garbage," literally and
figuratively.
Ken Chalupsky
SCSU 1988 alumnus
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EXCEL Property

Mgmt. Inc.
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We have 2 and 4 br·. apartmencs available from
$ 175 00 to $ 225.00.
Bridgeview South. Bridgeview West. Park South.
Classic 500 and River Ridge.

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING

v'Bldgs. with' FREE computer:s for student use

Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August.
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to Learn.

,

ti' Walking distarice to campus tl'lntercom entry buildings tl'Private
bedrooms with locks tl'Telephone and cable outlets in each bedroom
ll'Microwaves v'Off-screec parkmg tl'D1shwashers v'Miniblinds Ofl
all windows V Air conditioning .,,-Interior and exterior areas well
lighted v'Wel l maintained building and grounds

St. Cloud Tec~nical College offers over
100 educational op{ ions in a variety
of program lengths.
If you'd like more information or t9 enroll,
call our Admissions Office at
(320) 654-5089 or

1-800-222-1.009 ext. 5089.

SJ: a.ouDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
{la/den Oppottunities
1948-1998

(320) 654-5089 or 1-800-222-1009,

t'Xt.

5089

1540 Nortlm'JY Oriv,:, • St Cloud, MN 56303-1 240
Af». -

FocilifyAl!irma!iw,ActionlEqualOpportunityEcb:a!OrlrMIEmployer

CHECK

IT OUT!
WORK
Night Security Staff:
• average fifteen hours weekly.
• maintain the safety & well-being of
residence hall students and building. ·
• are trainined to admiriister residence hall
policies and emergency situations.

Minimum Qualifications:
• 2.0 GPA
• completion of 36 credits
• knowledge of the residence halls
Applications are availa.ble within the
Residential Life Office and are due by
March 27. Please contact the Residential
Life Office with any questions at 255-2166.

r------------ ,
(Students fn>DI protected

cl&$,...,• are encouraged to apply.)

I
: ~ l?mt?ml}~ II
I
. Give to a friend: If they sign a lease with Campus Management,
you receive $25.00 off your 1st months rent (98-99 school year).
I
Your Name _____ _______
I
J

: ~ $25.00
I
I
I
I

i

L----allll!I'-------

AT CAMP!
If you like sitnshine, swimming laughing kids and
campfires, then we've got the job for you! The
Girl Scouts have exciting positions available at
Camp Lakamaga near St. Paul, Minn. Camp
Northwoods near Bayfield, Wisc. and Camp
Austin on the edge of the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area in northern Minn. Earn $1,600$3,325 for the summer.
Program Counselors
Program Directors
Waterfront Director
Horse Wranglers
Food Service Managers
Food Service Assistants
Wilderness Program Director

Lifeguards
Sailing Instructors
Canoeing Instructors
Business Managers
Health Care Directors
Horseback Riding Director
Wilderness Trip Leaders

Camp ~Lakamaga, directed by Betsy Paulson, is geared
toward girls ages 6-IJ, offering introductory camping programs and specialty programs.
Camp Northwoods, directed by Kelly Feder, is a high
adventure program geared toward girls ages 10-18.
Camp Austin , managed by Heidi Favet, provides a small
group wilderness camping opportunity for girls grades 1-12.
Stop by for a Girl Scout cookie or schedule a 15-minute
information interview at the SCSU Job Fair, Thursday,
March 26. Contact our e-mail address:
<JncownSc,,gs.girlscoutscv.org> or call (612) 227-8835 or
1-800-845-0787 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

s
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Freske leads on and off the court Tracksters
end year
with great
heights
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

out its indoor season two
weeks ago, but not before sending
five

athletes

to

the

NCAA

Divisionll National Indoor Meet in
Indianapolis, Ind..
North CentraJ Conference shot
put champion, sophomore Travis

Zins joined seniors Carey Meinert
and Bob Ewings at the national

meet.

1

SCSU senior Kyle Freske is hoping to lead the SCSU men's tennis squad to a second consecutive NCC championship. For the
second season in a row, Freske will play at No. 1 singles for the Huskies.

by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

As this year's SCSU men's
tennis team began defense of its

North Central Conference playoff
championship, it was very clear
who would lead them.
Last year, as the No. I singles
player for the Huskies, Kyle Freske,
then a junior, posted an 11-8 record,
good for second place overall at that
position. He aJso had an 11-9 mark
at the first doubles position, which
placed him in first.
Coming back this year for his
senior · season, there was no
question · Freske would be trusted

with the responsibility of leading

the team:
That responsibility was greater,
considering first-year coach Jell}'
Anderson had no previous
experiellCC? with the team.
"I guess I kind of planned on
(the responsibility)," Freske said.
"At the beginning of each.year, we
usually go on a: tournament down in
Missouri or Indianapolis, and coach
didn't really know anything about
it. So it was up to me to call him and
tell him we wanted to go, because it
was an expensive thing for our
budget. So at that point he had me
get everyone together, and I had to
be a kind of go between the team

and him because nobody had really
met him yet"
"He lets me help him with a lot
of his decisions about where; the,
team is going, because k~boe
a better feel for it right IXtW,-fi:eskt:
said.
A 1993 graduate of Eagan High
School, Freske was a two-time All
Conference selection and was the
school's Athlete of the Year his
senior season there.
Originally, Freske began his
college career playing Division I
tennis at Maryland, and later
transferred to a community college.
He came up to SCSU during
the 1995-96 school year, and

originally had no plans of playing
tennis.
This year, Freske is 8-6 at No. I
singles, and 6-6 at No. I doubles
while teaming up with senior Nick
Kettenhofen, who plays No. 2
singles.
An education major, Freske
hopes to become a high school
teacher and coach after his career at

scsu.

"I coached Sartell's junior
varsity tennis team in the fall,"
Freske said. "I'll still be here next
fall , and hopefully I'll coach
hockey as a volunteer assistant for
one of the varsity teams around;
Just building up my resume."

Final Five rests on Leitza s shoulders
Huskies look to senior goaltender as key to Bradley Center success
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Every week, SCSU Head Coach
Craig Dahl is asked what the key
for his teams success will be and
each time the answer remains the
same - Good goaltending and
strong defense.
The strategy will remain the
same heading into Thursday's
Western
Collegiate
Hockey
Association's Final Five matchup
between the Huskies and the
University of Minnesota-Duluth
Bulldogs.
"Once again, the key for us will
be our goaltending," Dahl said.
"(Senior goaltender Brian) Leitza
will take us as far as we want to
go."
Lcitza said he realizes the
pressure will be on him to perfonn

but said he is ready for the be Leitza's counterpart Thursday
challenge.
in
UMD goaltender Brant
"I definitely have to play well Nicklin.
for this team to win," Leitza said.
Nicklin will be making his
"This class of
school-record
seniors we have
77th
now have been
••
consecutivestart
there
(Final
in goal · against
Five)
three
SCSU
on
years in a row,
Thursday night,
and this year
and Lcitza said
we're hoping
the sophomore
We can win this
netminder has
for once instead
been up and
of losin'g , in
Brian Leitza
do':.(Nicklin) is
overtime
or
SCSU SENIOR GOALTENDER a good goalie.
losing by a goal
or two."
but he is only a
Leitza has
sophomore and
posted a career high 21 victories doesn't have the consistency yet,"
this season and has started in all Leitza said. "Hopefully he will
but two games this year. The play well, and it will be a good
only goaltender to start in more game."
games this season than Leitza will
The Bulldogs (2 1-16-2 overall)

.= ===t-11a,=
... we're hoping we
can win this for
·once...

have been hot of late, going 9-2-1
over their last 12 games, and senior
winger Mike Peluso leads UMD in
scoring with 44 points.
Dahl said the Huskies will
need to be at the top of their
game defensively and shutting
down Peluso will be their No. 1
goal.
"No question, we have to pay
attention to Peluso," Dahl said.
"UMD is a lot faster than Michigan
Tech was, but we have to stop
Peluso."
In SCSU's series with Tech,
Dahl made a point to shut down
MTU's
Andre
Savage
by
shadowing his line with the line of
senior forward Jason Stewart, and
juniors George Awada and Ryan
Frisch.

Go TO

FINAL FIVE, PAGE 12 •

First-year
pole
vaulters
Jed Bergstrom and Tim Koupal
made the trip and finished with
great heights at nationals for the
Huskies.
Head Coach Tracy Dill said the
progress of his team throughout the
season and into the post season was

ve,y commendable.
"Both teams improved greatly
throughout the indoor season and
we· we're relatively injury-free,"
Dill said. "We've seen the kids
jump higher, run faster and further."
In the championship finals,
Bergstrom earned NCAA Division
II All-American honors when he
cleared 15-feet, seven inches to
place fifth in the pole vault ,
competition.
Bergstrom is the Minnesota state
high school record holder in the
pole vault and his roommate Tim
KoupaJ cleared 15 feet, one inch to
earn a seventh-place finish.
"I was seeded fifth when I came
in, so I kind of expected to place the
way I·did," Koupal said. "I wanted
to do better and place as an AllAmerican, but things didn' t go my
way and I missed it by a spot."
Koupal said he thought the pole.
valllt COmpetition was good and he
anticipates the competition to be
that way for a while.
'The person that won it nearly
broke the record at nationals,"
Koupal said. "He's only a
sophomore so the competition will
still be there for another two years."
In the shot put, Zins threw 52
feet, 10 inches to earn a seventh
place spot with seniors Meinert and
Ewings finishing with 10th place
, spots in their events. Both seniors
would have needed to finish in the
top eight to advance to the finals.
Dill said he thought there was
improvement in the men's and
women's team this year in terms of
placing.
-ille men's team was deeper in
total events than last year's team but
we still finished third like last year,"
Dill said. "On our women's team,
we had som~ people place and do
well."
Go TO TRACK, PAGE 13 •

Final Five
Injuries continue
to plague Huskies
as Molin's career
ends abruptly
The· Stewart line held Savage ill
check by only allowing two points
in three games.

Awada said the Huskies will
have to match UMD's speed along
with the Same

physical play
they had last
:weekend.

"It should
be
another
physical
game," Awada

said. 'They're
kind of like

Tech in that

~~~~py'an :~ ■B•RIAN-"--',u_LErr_.ZA
__

times."

Key to succ~

Head-10-

PAGE

Grappler§ finish season strong

11

Noga is the Huskies' leading
scorer with 35 points and is coming
off a career high four-poirit game in
SCSU's clinching 6-2 victory
Sunday night.
Scoring wise, the Huskies
have six different players who
have registered at least IO goals
this season, and the depth will
be the key as SCSU will have to
fill the void of senior winger
Sacha Molin who will miss the
remainder of the season with an
ankle injury sustained in Sunday's
game.
On Molin 's first shift of
the ga;ne Sunday, he crashed
into the boards after being tangled
with two Tech players. Tests
revealed Monday that Molin has a
severe ankle injury and will miss
six to eight weeks, ~nding his
career.
"We all feel sad for him,"
Awada said. "It was · just a freak
accident that took place, and it's too
bad because he really picked up his
scoring lately."

head this season, UMD was the

only team that SCSU had a losing

Final Five Breakdown

record against in the WCHA (1-3).
Leitza said for whatever reason, in

the losses against UMD, the team

was just flat.
"When they beat us this year, we
were never in the games," Leitza
said. "I think if we come out and
play our game against them we will
beat them."

Thursday's game marks extreme
imponance for the opJX>rtunity to
advance to the NCAA Tournament
that seeds 12 teams.
The winner will advance to
Friday afternoon's game against
top-seede<,J University of North
Dakota, while the loser will
probably be finished for the season.
Dahl said the weekend will
come down to a matter of who gets
the bounces and who doesn't.
"It comes down to goaltending
and the bounce of the puck," Dahl
said. 'There should be some evenly
played games, but it comes down to
the team that get the bounce.s."
One player who has had his
share of bounce of late has been
SCSU sophomore center Matt
Noga.

For the second straight season,
the top five teams in the WCHA
all
made the Final Five
Tournament.
Besides the Huskies and UMD,
North Dakota is making its second
consecutive Final Five appearance
as the No. 1 .seed after winning its
series with Mankato State
University.
Second-seeded University of
Wisconsin will be making its first
appearance in two years after
knocking off the University of
Alaska-Anchorage.
Colorado
College,
winners
of
nine
-consecutive games, is making its
fourth-consecutive appearance at
the Final Five Tournament.
'The top five teams are really
good," Leitza said. ''CC and Duluth
are playing really well in their ·1as1
IO games, and North Dakota,
Wisconsin and us have played well
all year."
This will be the first time in the
six-year Final Five fonnat that the
University of Minnesota will not
participate in the tournament.
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Rebuilding year proves competitive for Huskies
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

SCSU Head Coach Steve Grimit
said he was proud of the
perfonnances His wrestlers put up at
the North Central Conference
Championships to finish out its
season.
"We wrestled pretty well in the
conference and the competition was
just outstanding," Grimit said.
':Five teruns in the top eight in
nationals
were
from
our
conference. Having five of the top
eight is definitely saying something
about the competition. The quality
is second to none."
SCSU had one wrestler advance
to the NCAA Division D National
Championships this season.
First-year
wrestler
Klaus
Alberts, who finished the season
with a 25-lOrecord, went 1-2 in the
tournament. The Huskies finished
the regular season with a 2-5 record
in the conference.
"Alberts was a match away from
being an All-American," Grimit
said. "All three matches he wrestled
were close. He had a problem with
the first match, because he was a
little nervous, and fell behind 4-1.
He couldn't comeback."
Alberts lost his first match by a
score of 5-4 to Joe Veres of Ashland
University in the first round.
"In Albert's next match he beat
Travis Nagel, of Moorhead State,
10-5 in overtime," Grimit said. "In

The future is rooking_ tJery bright for us
right now.
·
Steve Grimit
SCSU WRESTLING HEAD COACH.
his third match, he wrestled Titus
Taylor, of Southern Illinois, and lost
a close match."
Crimit said he wanted Alberts to
let Taylor escape in the match to try
to get some takedown points to tie
the match and take it into overtime.
'The match started a little slow
for Klaus, but we needed to let Titus
escape to get more points to tie the
match," Grimit said. "Wg had Titus
in some good leg holds, _but we
couldn't come up with the take
down."
In
the
earlier
NCC
Championships, Alberts placed
second at 158 lbs. with junior Ryan
Marx placing fourth at 177 pounds
along with Brett Swaim's fourth
place finish in the 142-weight class.
"It takes a lot . to be a college
wrestler, but we had a very
successful year," Grimit said. "We
practiced ' -What we learned
throughout the year."
A few days ago, Ryan Marx was
named to the 1998 National
Wrestling Coaches Association

Division II All-Academics First
Team.
"It was a nice award, but bitter.:;weet, because I would've liked to
qualify
for
the
national
tournament," Marx said.
Marx, who earned the second
team award last year, corripiled a
20-1 1 record during the 1997-98
season.
He owns a 3.9 1 G.P.A., which is
the highest on the All-Academic
team. Marx said he expected his
finish, for this season, to be a little
better, but he has realized how
tough the competition is in the
NCC.
"The North Central is the
toughest in the country and
wrestlers coming from this
conference" do well," Marx said.
Grimit said he is looking
forward to the start of next season
for the Huskies.
"The future is looking very
bright for us right now," Grimit
said. "We have all the same guys
coming back next year."

For more information, stop by Stewarl Hall 13 or
call Sarah Tieck or Ryan Voz at 255-4086 or

255-2449. We hope to see you there!
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Don't Just Talk
About ·Your Future.
Aet On It Now.
Prudential is offering sales career opportu'.nmes in the insurance and
financial services industry for students with broad educational backgrounds who relate well to others. Find out more; call, e-mail or fax:
St. Cloud Stole University
Career Services
Phone: (320)255-2152
Fax: (320) 654-5167
E-mail: LMEEMKEN@STCLOUD.MSUS.EDU

~ Prudential
Lisuranct>

www.pruaenna1.com
1997 The Prudential Insurance Company of America • 751 Brood Street• Newark, NJ 07102-3777
An Equal Opportunity Employer
MRA-96-ACX)9747
Ed. 7/97
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Minnesota hockey becomes Woogless Track PAGE11
Final Five Tournament features Minnesota hockey teams, minus Gophers
If you are a die-hard Minnesota hockey fan,
you should be happy that the Minnesota Golden
Gopher hockey team is not at the Final Five
Tournament this weekend at
the Bradley Center in
TAI.KIN' THE

Milwaukee, Wisc.
Yes, it would be nice to
TALK
see all the Minnesota teams
fare well, but the state will
still be represented by
SCSU and the Uniyersity of
Minnesota-Duluth, who
have been competitive all
season in the Western
tOIJegiate Hockey
Association.
This will mark the first
time ever the Gophers will
BY Roe
not make an appearance in
the Final Five Tournament,
lAPIANrE
which is in its sixth season
of existence.
If anything, it shows the depth that this state
has when it comes to Division I hockey.
The Huskies have been nationally ranked f9r

most of the season,
despite losing top

scorers, Matt Cullen
and Mark Parrish.
SCSU will make
its third straight Final
Five appearance,
while UMD is making
its first trip in three
seasons.
,
Hopefully the rest
of the state, especially
the Twin Cities, will
take notice that there
is more to Minnesota hockey than the almighty
Golden Gophers.
The U of M had its first losing season in two
decades, and a lot of that had to do with the
parity that has emerged, especially when it
comes to schools in this state.
For years, the Twin Cities has failed to
mention the emergence of the Husky hockey
program. Well, in the last five years, SCSU has
made as many appearances Ml the Final Five
Tournament as the U ofM (four).

In the last two
seasons, the· Hi.Iskies
have put together a
better record than the
Gophers, but still,
people tend to ignore
the fact that SCSU
has become a winning
· sports school.
Yes, the Huskies
have not won a
conference title or
have ever taken part
of an NCAA
Tournament, but this season, SCSU has not lost
a series to any of the teams that finished above
them in the WCHA standings.
So, in case you feel like tuning out of this
year's tournament becall.se the Gophers are not
involved, you would 0C making a big mistake.
The level of competition is top-notch and for
one year at least, we don't have to put up with
the constant saying that the Gophers choked in
the post-season.

..:for one year at least, we
don't have to put up with
the constant saying that
the Gophers choked in
the post-season.

The athletes' perfonnances in
national COJOpetition were very
satisfying to Dill.
"Anytime you go to national
competition you have a little bit
of luck, but we had. some
real good performances and
ones some people. would've
lil~ed to perfonn better," Dill
said.
Dill said nationals were very
good this year, the ~experience gave
his athletes a lot Qf quality
competitioll.
"Without ii question the NCAA
brings · out the OCst in kids," Dill
said.

•2018 8th St. N•St. Cloud:
•(320) 252-2600•

_ Kim Basinger
_Joan Cusack
_ Minnie Driver
_Julianne Moore
_ Gloria Stuart

Boogie Nights
In & Out
Good ·will Hunting
Boogie Nights
litani_c

Best'SUppoffing A'ett\>F
- Kate Winslec
_Judi Dench
_ Helena Bonham Carter

Afterglow
As Good As It Gets
Titanic
Mrs. Brown
lhe Wings Of The Dove

_ Robert Forster
_Anthony Hopkins
_ Greg Kinnear
. _ Burt Reynolds
Robm Wdhams

Jackie Brown
Amistad
As Good A.~ It Gets
Boogie Nights
Good Will Hunting

Best(0weet0r
-Dustin Hoffman.

The Apostle
As Good As It Gets
Ulee's Gold
Wag lhe Dog
Good Will Hunting

- Peter Cattaneo
- Gus Van Sant
- Curtis Hanson
-Atom Egoyan
_James Cameron

The Full Monty
Good Will Hunting'
L.A. Confidential
lhe Sweet Hereafter
Titanic

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A d d r e s s ~ - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ~ P h o n . ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tie Breaking Comments?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - -

Mail or drop offyour entzy to SCSU, Stewart Hall 125, Department of Mass Comm, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
Or send to jrabe@stcloudstate.edu (Prizes are movie passes and wonderful University Chronicle/ KVSC prestige)
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Border ;"foods is a
franchisee of Taco Bell.
We currently own 79 stores
throu
· esota.
We will
ditional

ava'ilable· with:
• Tuck.under parking
• Heat Paid
• Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths

FOR INFORMATION
CALL

an

The recru!fl ~~
viewing
on-campus Wedne_sday, Ma~ 25th.

• Dishwasher
• Microwave

APARTMENT
FINDERS

Please Sign up in
Career Senrices Today!

259-4040

Tell mom most of-what
you're up to..

1-800-COLLECT
.
.
~
~
No CREDIT,

®

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
l JtJ
1 l"ear1
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad
credit
• no income?
. "ta·
'· tr[i--'°'';
&~.
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. · -i'riu can Qualify·rb 1tecferve

o

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Toda I

r.-----------------------------------------~

I
I
:
1

·

YES J.

ORDER FORM

I w~nt Cc\ 1"1;t4Mi=l=l•l·1@;M!M!Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BO~ 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

I
I
I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

City _ - - - - -

:

Signature==-- - - - - = - - - , - - - - - - - - - - -................................................................................

:
I

~

- - - - - - - - - -.....................................................................

Address, _ _ _ .......................... • ..· - - - - - · - - -

- - - -......................................................

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. state _ _ _ ............... Zlp .....................................1.. .

lired of Bein

----------------------------------------~

Woodstove Pete plays in all directions
Unsigned bands
Will soon battle it
out - catch up with
last year's winners,
Woodstove Pete
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

It's that time of year again when
bands face off against each other The Battle of the Unsigned Bands.
With prizes given from radio
spots to time at a recording studio

and a paid spot at the Missi~ippi
Music Fest, the contest could prove
to be a beginning for a new band.
Last year's winner, a band
known as Woodstove Pete, said it
had a great time at the contest and is
still reaping the benefits today.
"It (the battle of the bands)
helped us out so much," said
sophomore Tom Herbst, the band's
guitarisL "Right away we got a lot
of shows and people knew who we
were because the contest got our

name out there."
AnQYl_er of ihe tiand's mem6ers,
sophomore Lance Bukowski,
describes the band's music as what
would generically be labeled as
"aJtemative rock."
"Our music is different,"
Bukowski said. "It would be like
the Wallflowers and Alice in Chains
jamming together."
A blend of heavy guitars with
acoustic guitars is what won the
contest for Woodstove Pete, with a
late addition of a drummer
improving the band.
Herbst said the band has a great
story beQ.ind it - only one of the
guitarists already knew how to play
and the others learned to play or
taught themselves what they needed
to know. Through the contest, Herbst said
the band receiv.ed the confidence
boost they needed to keep playing.
"We have come 'together a lot
since we played at the battle of the
bands and won the contest," said

File photo

The members of last year's battle of the bands winner, Woodstove Pete, grew closer while working on their demo and playing at
local clubs. Clockwise from the top are Tom Herbst, Doug Wunderlich, Lance Bukowski and Kyle Kutz. They were awarded fours
hours of recording time which helped give the band motivation to stay together.
sophomore Kyle Kutz, lead
guitarist
1be contest's prizes were taken
advantage of by the band.
The awarded prizes included
four hours of free recording time at
AVU studios, and perfonnances at
the Mississippi Music Fest and on
KVSC.

lltis year's contest winners will
be receiving the same prizes for
their perfonnances.
This year's contestant bands will
compete on March 31. Battle of the
Unsigned Bands entries are due

Board's Concert Committee, demo getting its demo done and continues
tapes submitted to UPB will be playing at bars and coffe.ehouses in
judged on originality, presence and St Cloud, they are thankful for how
the contest helped them. "We've
sound.
They will then be narrowed had our ups and downs and have
down to four
almost broken
Monday.
finalists and
up so many
According to Jessica Bonertz, a those
four
times,"
said
member of University Program will compete
freshman Doug
at the Baute
Wunderlich,
guitarist "ff We
of
the
We have come
wouldn't have
Unsigned
Bands.
won it, we
together a lot since wouldn't
.
Judges
havt'
continued,
will
come
we played at the the contest an•
from
local
music studios,
battle of the bands what kept
together."
radio stations
the
and KVSC
The Battle of
and
the
the Unsigned
contest.
Bands will take
finalists will
battle it out at
place
Kyle Kutz
Tuesday, Marr:h
the Quarry.
GUrTARIST
According
31 at 8 p.m. in
the
Atwood
to Bonertz,
Menwrial
last
year's ,
Center's Quarry. Application forms
event was a success.
"Woodstove Pete packed the are available in AMC I 18 and are
Quarry last year with so many due
by
people and a lot of friends," Bonertz March 23.
For more infonnation. stop by
said.
While Woodstove Pete works on the UPB office, or call 255-2205.

and won
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Minnesota women writ~rs get top billing
by Tabitha Whissemore

experiences to talk about. too.

Rylander with being worldly.

&lith Rylander has written a. • "She's a local writer, but she
monthly column for the St. Cloud really knows what's going on in the
Three female writers are 1imes for several years and has world;" Foster said. "It's because of
bringing their values and creativity won many awards for her that her columns are so timely." •
to
for an upco~ing writing, including the - Bush
Faith Sullivan has also gained a
symposium.
Foundation
Literary lot of attention as an author. Since
Edith Rylander, Faith Sullivan Award.
1975, Sullivan has written five
and Phebe Hanson are Minnesota
It is Rylander's commitment books.
authors making their way to SL to the environment, however, that
Writing is not her only skill,
Cloud for the university's first has garnered her a lot of though. Sullivan also acted in the
Minnesota
Women
Writers attention.
Dudley Riggs Brave New
Symposium,
"She
is Workshop and has taught in
something the
very close to several
high
schools
in
University
nature and has Minneapolis.
Programming
strong values
"She's been all over the place
Board is calling
. about how to and done so much," Wollersheim
a celebration of
live,"
said said. "We're excited to have her
women writers.
Judy Foster, coming here."
''This is an
an
English
Like Sullivan, Phebe Hanson is
idea we're all
professor and also an educator and writer.
really excited
moderator for
Hanson writes poetry and is an
about,"
said
· the
active member of Minnesota Poetry
Ruth
symposium. . Out Loud. She has also taught in
Wollersheim,
a number of schools · arourid
Foster,
the literary . arts
who is also a Minnesota.
coordinator for
close friend of
Wollersheim said in the past
UPB.
Ry lander's,
UPB was concerned with getting
Each
said
the big people with big names. Now it
Judy Foster
woman will be
author's
is trying to do something
ENGLISH PROFESSOR
sharing herown
strong
different.
unique view of
connections to
'These are great local people
life at the symposium Monday.
the environment, family . and that we can look up to and
The authors will also be talking community come out strongly in recognize," Wollersheim said, "not
about their personal experiences. her writing.
just as women, but as writers."
Among the three, there are many
The professor also credits
Foster said there was no reason
STAFF WRITER

sc_su

There's a wt of
activity and
excitement with

Minnesota writers,
especially the
women writers.

FREE

to look any further than Minnesota
for talent.
'Tus is a great state for having
active writers," Foster said.
"There's 3. lot of activity and
excitement with Minnesota writers,
especially
the
women
writers."
She also said having more local

people will add a regional flavor to
the symposium.
Foster encourages anyone
interested in Minnesota culture with
a female slant to attend.

The Minnesota Women Writers
Symposium will be held at
7 p.m. Monday, in Arwood little
Theatre.

PIZZA

Pick the career of your choice:
Commercial Broker

$75,000*

Mortgage Banker

$75,000

Appraiser

$51;500

Property Management

$48,000
$45,000

Development

*Sala,y based on 1997 Wage Survey

To learn more about the Real Estate major,
attend the information/ sociai event:
Thursday, April 2
House of Pizza, 6 p.m.
Questions? CAIi Joe at 1-800-722-3066

a spicy conversc1tion rnc1de of ideas,
questions and curiosity about being Catholic,
shc1red informally over tortilla chips

■I

CATI-IOUCCAMPUS~

Sponsored by the Real Estate Alumni Association and the Real
Estate Association

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3260
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Great Wall proves great buffet meal
by Carlene Dean
FOOD CRITIC
One of St. Cloud's ·newer resraurants,

opened in October, is yet another addition to
the wonderful array of Chinese restaurants in

B

town but with a difference. This one, the
Great Wall Buffet, is

~:!reth=:~ ~ob~:~~
items to choose from;
one

may,

however

"take out" the buffet.
It is located at 33rd

r

Ave. nue ·and Division
in the Circuit City

complex, next to Paper
Watehouse. The Great
Wall could be thought

of as a Chinese version of Old Country

Buffet.
This is because it has a large variety of
food and lots of it. Plus, like OCB, included
in the price of one's meal is the beverage and
a sundae bar. Every time we've been there, it
has been quite busy.
I had to admire their quick service and
efficiency, for as a spot was vacated, someone
rushed over to clean and set it up for the next

Another island was like a salad bar, with
two kinds of soup. The first time we were
there the soups were wanton and.hot and
sour. The latter ,is my favorite SOup, but it
wasn't quite as good as it is at other places.
The third island had entrees and rice
dishes on them. 'The featured items were
things like sesame chicken, beef with
broccoli, Happy Family, seafood delight and
sweet and sour chicken: One comment about
our dinner was, out of the vast array of food,
not one dish was spicy. When we dine at
Chinese buffets, there is usually at least one
'hot and spicy' dish, but not here. There was
General Tso's chicken offered, which
normally is piquant. Here, it was flavorful but
ha'd no "bite."
·
They do route the food items from day to
day. Though the food is usually quite good,
once in a while I've had some~hing that's a
little overdone and too chewy for my taste.
Perhaps sitting on a warming cable does that
to food.

Price (4 .5) .

his.share that evening.
not concern us.
For the lunch buffet, from 11 a.m. until
The women's batMJ9m was very clean.
3;30 p.m. daily, at the Great Wall the adult · As my little guy is still in diapers, I always
(defined as those over age 10) price is appreciate the presence of a baby-changing
$5.39.
table in the bathrooms of restaurants.
However, I was disappointed to see they did
not have one.

Service (4.5)

Overall (4.5)
There were no waitrons as at ?, 'nonnal'
eatery. After one pays at the door, everything
else is self-serve. We were asked, however,
by one person -.yho was cleaning tables if
everything was "okay," as a waitron would
do, which was nice.
As mentioned earlier, the table cleaners let
no grass grow under their feet; tables were
cleaned immediately after their occupants
departed. The turnover was awesome, and the
ease with which new people were-seated was
worth honorable mention.

Atmosphere (5)

customer.

Food (4)

~~~~
There was a huge comucopia•of Chinese
edibles. One island featured appetizers,
including steamed or fried dumplings, spring
rolls, golden fried shrimp, battered chicken
fingers, fried fish strips, all of which included
dipping sauce. Crab legs are also offered at
times.

This was the second Chinese buffet we
have visited now that has .one pay for the
meal at the door. Our dinner, for the three of
us, cost just over $14. The dinner buffet price,
served from 3:30 p.m. until closing, for adults
is$7.25 .
The child prices, according to a sign on
the wall, are 50 cents for two years old and 50
cents ·for each year thereafter. The first time
we were there, the cashier said, "For the little
one, no charge." We wouldn't have minded
paying 50 cents for him, for he definitely ate

@1}
You HE.AR things .

NOW, SA~IB.ING;
The Unive;-sity
Chronicle is
looking for an
Opinions Editor.
Requirements
include: layout
experience, writing
experience,
dedication and
creativity.

To apply or for
more infonnation
call Ryan Vot at
255-2449 or stop
by Stewart Hall 13.

Chronicle

The restaurant is done in soft, soothing
pastels with the ubiquitous Chinese decor and
motifs. There is a no-smoking section, where
the tables and chairs are all together in one
area, toward the front of the restaurant, with
the buffet islands and bathrooms in the back.
The seating was arranged with what might
be a twist on European style, in a communal
arrangement. We were seated on the end of a
long table, with another family at the other
end. I guess this was ineviuble, whal with the
huge number of diners that evening. But it did

,...

-

In the famous words of Siske! and Ebert,
"two thumbs up." '1/hen all is said and done,
sampled and eaten, one is quite likely to walk
out the door very satisfied with the dining
experience.
.
The Great Wall is in our opinion, yet
another good place to eat of the Oriental
buffet variety. For variety and large
quantities of food, I recommend the Great
Wall.
And, as there are so many of these types of
eateries in the area, whenever we are crav[ng
Chinese food, it's a bit of a quandary
nowadays.

. UNIVEUSJTY
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Housing
EFACIENCIES
14 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.
2-BDRM.
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parl<ing/plug-in included. 654-8300.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
12-month lease only.

Classifieds

UNIVERSITY WEST ON 7TH
4-bdrm. apts., OW, miCro., A/C,
quiet and clean, garages. Excel
Mgmt, 251-6005.

Policies:

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. 'Short-term leases. Telephone
2~·6153, leave a message.

ed1t1on.

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdnn, apts.

6~~~~~i1i_

with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdnn. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. 654-£300.

WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$
17~
m
o
..
654 8300 Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.

2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
summer/fall. Call 251-8941.

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractive 4-bdrm. apts., heat pd.,
DW, garages, carports. Five floor
plans, E.P.M. 251-6005.

NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. in eightplex. Private off-street parking.
Laundry, heat pd. 654-8300.
·

BENTONWOOD
2-bdnn. apts. by Hwy. 10 and 23.
12-mo. leases $380 - $400/10 mo.
~tt~k~40-$460. Heat pd. Dan

VISIT US ON THE WEB!
Select
Prop.
www.rent.neVads/select

CAMPUS APTS,
spacious 4-bprm. apts., newer

:rr:it~E~;~~51~~~csu

00

MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdnn. spli1 units with two lull baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFACIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown and SCSU heal
~~ia'1"":rside Prop. 251-8284: 251-

SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
with three mature students. Util. pd.
Free laundry. 202-9598, Chad.
LARGE EFFICIENCY
S.E. location W'alking distance. Avail.
Fall $275 plus elec., no smoking, no
parties. 253-3679.
J

PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdnn. large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD APTS,
1-bdrm. apts. hearCobom's. 10-mo.
leases $360 - $390. 12-mo. leases
$320-$350. Dan 251-1925.
WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. E.P.M.
251-6005,
I

4-BDRM. APTS,
various locations. 249-2617,
Courrier Prop.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. with 2 full baths.
Extra. storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
710 APTS.
3-bdrm. apts. 2 blks. W. of NHC.
$570 · $600, electric, heat Dan 2511925.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-txJnn. units across from campus.
AFFORDABLE
Clean quality living. OW, AIC, heal 4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close to
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff . new SCSU library, heal pd., AIC,
420-1290, or251-8284.
OW. 251-8284, 251-9418. •'
2-BDRM.
side-by-side duplex near Halenbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941.
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
;~~~e~~1fS4~icro., security. Heat

Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdnn. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445.
2-bdnn, lg, or X-lg, $460, · Pool,
ce1lmg fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
HOUSES-ONLY 5 LEFT.
groups ol 5 to 12. Dan 251-1925.

.

'

•

•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitµtes two lines: $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount or" space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
1,2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
located in $CSU neighborhood.
Great locations. Quality living. Dan
~51-1925,
2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
• $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. tease. 1 bit to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
2514160, N/A255-1274.
RAVINE APTS.
lall ol 1998. 253-7116.
4-BDRM. APTS.
$195/10-mo. lease, $175/12-mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673, Ccunier Prop.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
attractive ·2-bdrm. apts. heat pd.,
DW,. micro., NC, intercom entry,
parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.

CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. Includes
heat,-DW, micro., AJC, blinds. 575 7th St S. 252-9226.

FOR RENT:
very nice 4-bdrm. home, 3 blks. from
campus. Avail. 9-1-98. Call Rich
Theisen at (H) 252-2193, or (W)
253-7373, leave message.

AVAIL LG, SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdnn. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 251·
8284, or251-9418. ,

8 BDRM. HOUSE FOR WOMEN
keyed rooms, laundry, parking,
walking distance. Cana 252-9839.

5-BDRM. STUDENT HOUSE
~~~~0~;i}_roomrnates. Call limothy,

SPRIN,G, SUMMER & FALL
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have large, private rooms, with
cable TV, laundry, parking and a
GREAT location! Call for details.
Bob251-8211.

FAIR WINDS
drive a little, save a lot!! 3-bdrms.,
1300 sq. ft., DW, micro., A/C, cable.
Only $575. $100 off. 654-8300.

10 BDRM. HOUSE
~ear college. Washer/dryer, util.
included. Off-street parking. 2403557,

STUDENT HAS 4-BDRM. FOR
RENT
in new home, open April 1. No
alcohol, or smoking allowed.
$275/mo. includes all util. A.G.,
washer/dryer.
Very
nice.
Responsible students only. Call Jay
after 3 p.m. 612-379-3758.

FEMALE SUBLEASER
. 3-BDRM. APTS.
$lOO SUMMER R•TES
$190/mo., negotiable. Close 10
very nice $245 eacl)..Ji_ ~
,-u
·campus, heated garage $30 .
i blk. to campus Call G{!g 267~ ,,,. S:E;ai ancl campus locations. Cafl,- (9Pti,on~I), heat, water, garbage,
3291, 2514160, .NIA 255-1274.
Northern Mgmt 654,8300.
. parking Included. 'Gall 202-8326.-•

!

MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdrm. on S.E. side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heaf pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
. IMMEDIATELY
foUr-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
ciose to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or 251-9418.

•Deadline:

Thursday, March 19, 1998

~Y." :'flOW'LEASING '98 • '99
laiQe 2-bdrm. apts. free off-str.
parking, laundry, micro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo.12-mo.
lease, $240/mo.10-mo. lease. Call
Glen at 251-0029, ~ no answer
leave message.

STOP LOOKING !!
sign today: 1-4-bdrms. Summer
~J:~S~ous locations. Call today:

MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.
location. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.

SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mc. Avail. immediately. 1 bit
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
2514160,

NOW RENTING FOR TflE 1998-99
school year.
251-1814 or
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.

WEST CAMPUS 11
2, 4-bdrm. apts. with 2 large baths
DW, AIC. Close 10 campus. Heat pd:
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.

2 OR 3-BDRM. APTS. .
in a house. Sept. or June '98.
Private kitchen and bathroom. Nonsmoking, no pets. 253-5340.

1-BDRM. APTS.
,
~~ ~nt. $395/mo. Call Matt, 2538

1-BDRM, APTS.
~~g.~ve., avail. June, August.

STATESIDE APTS,
4-bdrm. apts. & studios. Newer
carpet and paint, DW, heat pd.,
parl<ing, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.

AMENITIES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdnn., decks, heat pd,,

METROVIEW APTS.
2 and 3-bdnn., close to SCSU
decks, DW, heat pd., AIC, securi~
~;;~;~, ~~~~~ 1:_iverside Prop.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and AJC for
the older student. Util. included.
706 • 6\h Ave. S. 252-9226.

~~:~\it~~~~R~erside Prop.
2 AND 3 BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, ~lee. pd. Parking,
laundry. Close, quiet 253-0451.

HALENBECK APTS.
2 full bathrooms in each apt. 4·
bdrm. units. Storage rooms avail.
259-9434,
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdnns. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
251-£284, 251-9418.
M& MSUITES
1-room efficiency in clean, quiet
building. Utilities, cable included.
259-9434,
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 lull baths, lree parl<ing.
And much more. 253-1154, Seled
Properties.

4-BDRM. APTS.
various floor plans. Call 259-9673,
or 249-2617.

MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard,. huge ~tchen, big living room,
satellite TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.

1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
~vail. immediately. Util., cable
. included. 259-9434.

SUBLEASER NEEDED!
for April and May. UVT complex. Call
Molly at 612-576-1854.
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. MARCH 17-25
EARN UP TO $20/ $40 HR.
$1,000S POSSIBLE TYPING
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
at 3~ W. _D~ision St ((n the old sales aggressive student needed to part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800·
4-bdrm., many locations. 2•bdrrn. 1
PERSONAL
ALARM
ooor
tile
buIldIng) _Huny In for the .. -markeV . manage credit card . 218-9000 Ext. T· 3883 for listings.
block from campus. 253-1154,
helps protect friends, family or best selection of ~1kes ever! ·~any promotion of Fortune 500 company.
Select Properties.
yourself with an ear-splitting wail , other accessones drastically Work your own hrs. No travel
NANNIES!
activated by switch or pull pin ..Uses reduce~. 320 240-8460.
required. Gall 1·800-645-9052.
M & MAPTS.
live-in positior;as with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
now renting for '98·'99 school year. 9-volt batteiy (not included). Chocse
'
ELK
YOUTH
CAMP
red
or
gray.
$18.95
each,
or
take
SPRING WORK AVAIL.
4-bdrm. apts., all freshly updated.
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
advantage of our roommates near Brainerd • needs cabin looking for 12 hard workers to start commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
259-9434.
special: two or more alanns only counselor, water-front people, craft work immediately. No experience Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
$14.95 each. Check or money order specialist,
naturalist,
fishing necessary, we train. Opportunity for
HOUSING FOR GROUPS OF
. to Robert J. Roo
specialist, music leader, nurse. June advancement. $350/wk. College MINNESOTA CHILDREN'S CAMP
5,6,7,9,10,11 AND 12
11925 7th st. N.E.
10-Aug. 10. Good pay, EOE. students welcome for summer work loc4ted among tall pines· and dear
ciose to SCSU. Also, 1, 2 and 3·
507 373-6002.
Dept 1-SC
as well. 251-0407.
bdrm. apts. Dan 251-1925.
lakes, seeks counselors and
Mpls., MN 55434
instructors for summer '98.
HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
In MN 9:dd 6.5% sales tax
RIVERBOAT CREW
Openings- for counseling director,
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
INCOME
come aboard Mississippi RiVerboats program director, horsebai::k riding,
call today (251-1814) or see us on
sound to you?? Amazing, profitable this summer! "Boat, office, & photo sailing, water skiing, art and tennis.
HOW DO YOU LOOK IN A
the
web,
scsuhousing.com.
opportunity. Send self-addressed crew needed for passenger vessels For an application call 1-800-451·
SWIMSUIT?
Campus Management.
lose weight for summer. Call 259- stamped envelope to: International in St. Paul & Mpls. Full time 5270 or..e-mail cbgwc@uslink.net.
1375 Coney Island Brook¥>, N.Y. seasonal positions avail. April thru
0248
(samples/
discounts).
•
CONVENIENT HOUSES
11230
October; variety of hours. Start
HELP WANTED
close to SCSU and ·downtown, · - - ~ = ~ = = - $7/hr. Padettord Packet Boat Co., men/women earn $375 weekly
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
SEIZED CARS ..
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
Harriet Island, St. Paul, MN 55107. processing/ assembling Medical I.D.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 251· from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
cards at home. Immediate
9418.
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also credit card fund-raisers for 227-1100 or 1·800-543-3908.
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1- fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
openings, your local area. · No
800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for campus organization can raise up to WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAID experience necessary, will train. Call
IVY APTS.
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
current
listings.
Medicard
1·541-386-5290 Ext.
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security
VISA application. Call 1·800-932- .while raising money for your student 118M.
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
0528 X 65. Qualified callers receive organization. EarTl up to $5 per Visa/
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
259-9673, Courrier Prop.
FREE T-SHIRT.
MasterCard application. The first 50
SPRING BREAK '98
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
groups to complete the .fund-raiser free food and drinks! Cancun,
repo's, your area. To_ll free 1-800CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!
receive FREE MOVIE PASSES' Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
218-9000.
Ext.
H-3883
for
current
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4The St. Cloud Children's Home is Call for details. 1-600-932-0528 x from $399 and up. Organize a small
bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each listings.
accepting applications for part-time 75.
group & travel FREE! Highest
bdrm. Security, OW, micro., heat.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
and full-time counselors. SCCH
commissions & lowest prices! Call
240-0679, 250-0679.
$1,500 WEEKLY
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
for help and hope call St. Cloud :~::~sa f~bv~~~:~i~nth~
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr. stae of MN. Afternoon, evening, potential mailing our circulars. Free campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
APTS., ROOMS AND
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St. · overnight, and weekend hours avail. information. Call 410-783-8275.
EFFICIENCIES
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
many styles and locations. One call
Applk:ants must be 21 yrs. of age.
YOU CHOOSE!!
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
FREE CASH GRANT!
rents rt all' 253-1154, Select Prop.
Starting rate for overnight positions:
College. Scholarships. Business. $7.47, other positions: $8.21. enjoy working and playing outdoors NY, PA, New England. Instructors
wtth
children.
Swimming,
campfires,
needed:
Tennis, roller-hockey,
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free · Includes pd. vacation, holiday, and
1· BDRM. APT.
lifeguards,
wsi,
health insurance. Located near kayaks, climbing wall and water basketball,
subleaser needed $370/month, 9- 1-800-218-9000 e)!t. G-3883.
trampoline.
Co-ed
youth
camp
baseball,
gymnastics,
sailing, etc.
campus. Ideal positions for human
mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
service majors! Applications are located 30 minutes S.W. of Arlene S1reisand, 1-800-443-6428;
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and 516-433-8033.
water, garbage, parking included. two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251- avail. at Catholic Charites, St. Cloud women. Certified lifeguards,
·7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on Children's Home: 1726 7th Ave. S., program counselors, envir. ed.
- _ Call~.
EARN $750 -$1,500/WEEK
We.d . ...,.,.....fo
ROTC, .....,,Guard_ $1. Cloud, MN 56301 . EEO/AA
assistants, and- arts- and crafts----rats1:!- a11 th'e7norreivour student
c--wf•HAVE OVER"3lrtOCATIOl'IS Headquarters and all other
students,
$5.
All
other
weekdays,
I~~
GREEN
MILL
•
,
""'
_
_
J
to choose from with 30+ years of
st~~-j~ne 1;.iust
fu~~~~:ee~\~Y
experience. 251-1814. Campus $6.
18 or older. Training provided. investment & very little time nee~ed.
Management.
Salary plus room and board. There's ro oblig_ation, so why not
Preference given to college call for 1nfonnation today. Call 1or apply with. 259-6455.
Notices
students internships welcome. Call 800-323-8454 x95.
WINDSOR WEST
for app. or interview, 612 474-6085.
44ldrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
DO YOU ENJOY DRIVING? ARE
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat GET INVOLVED WITH STUDENT
YOU EFFECTIVE AT
GOVERNMENT
paid. 253-1154.
we are currently accepting COMMUNICATING WITH YOUNG
applic"ations for the student services PEOPLE? WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SUBLET SPECIALS
EARN ABOVE AVERAGE
large 4-bdrm untts one block from chair position. Apply in Atwood 116,
WAGES FOR PART-TIME
new library site on 4th Ave. OW, by 4 p.m. on Monday, March 23rd.
WORK?°
m~ros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.
District 742 Community Schools is
IMMUNIZATION
Get on lrack by becoming an '
Steams County Publid Heatth will accepting applications for school
Advertising Representative at
be sponsoring its monthly bus operators. Morning and
Personals
University Chronicl$J A crea.tive
Immunization Cli11ics in conjunction afternoon route positions avail. 7 - 9
a.m.
and
2
•
4
p.m.,
with
a
variety
of
mind and a dedicated attitude
wtth WIC clinics in the St. Cloud
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
required. Stop by Stewart Hall 13
area The vaccine is provided by the field trip work possible. We provide
PRETEND
Minnesota Department of Health for shuttle service between.our location
to apply, or call 255-3943 for
The biblical Jesus will infinitely use in public clinics. There is a $6 and SCSU with a starting wage of
more information.
torture his own ·children, in infintte per
immunization
donation $8.79 per hr. plus benefrts. If you
burning hell, if they do not believe. requested and Medical Assistance answered yes to the above
The foundation of Christianity is and Minnesota Care can be billed questions and have a good driving
infintte child abuse, infintte terrorism, for those who are eligible. record, we want to hear from you. 1
infinite persecution, infinite hate, Appointments are not required but Apply at District 742 Schools, 628
infintte immorality, infintte evil,·on the are requested. To schedule an Roosevelt Rd., St. Cloud, MN
basis of belief. The biblical Jesus is appointment, Please call Stearns 56301, or call us at 320-253-9370.
an infinite child abuser. The Counly Public Health at 656-6155
Christian father god ~d his only son or,· if long distance, 1-800-450- SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT 1
"/he J 111e,t Ill \t11de11/ llu11,11lf.!.
tortured and slaughtered as a 5893.
Northern Minnesota co-ed. camp
sacrifice to himself, which is another
seeks enthusiastic, fun and
Christian, perfect, moral, family
dedicated counselors who enjoy
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORY!
example of child abuse. Christian
working wtth kids in· the outdoors.
FREE INTERACTIVE
* Single roams in 3 & 4 Bdrm Apts
child abusers are imitating the
Instructors needed in Archery,
MULTIMEDIA
CD-ROM
Christian, perfect, moral, God family
1 & 2 BdrmApts
sailboarding, camping trips, diving,
examples. Anyone who is Christian "A FATHER & 1WO SONS," a stoiy fencing, riflery, sailing, swimming,
• Air Comjitioners
• Dishwashers
is a terrorized person. Dare to of love & forgiveness. Order on the tennis, water skiing. Rep. at March
question all religion. Atheism is true. web at: www.loveofchrist.org
26th Job Fair Contact Camp Foley
• SeCurity
• Microwaves
1·218-543-6161
or
• Utilities Paid
• Laundry,Facilities
staff@campfoley.com
or
Employment
www.campfotey.com
Attention
• Garages & Decks
• Reserved Parking
student packages. 24().2355.
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Need some direction?

!Riverside:::/ Estate'',:!:

I~

*

WORKING BAND LOOKING FOR
BASSIST
call Ryan 203-8717, Chris 654·
6974.
RESUME SERVICE

HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
TIME?
Toll free, 1-800-218·9000 ext. R· · earn $500 to $1000 from home this
3883 for listings.
monlh working 1 hr. /day. Call 259·
0248.
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Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

We 3~ew
a!visi~~\i!e!i,i£!!daW,:?!.~e ~ide I
in the old Color Tile Building)

features Include· • Heated Swimming Pool

Lock&Cable
Starting at $1
• Man1::1 Other Accessories

St. Cloud's LARGSST Bike Sale :Sver!
Maid, 11- :2S Mon.-Pri.:10am-9pm. Sat:9am-1pm. Sun.: 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Al Boo, Sho!"' located in ST.Cloud, Mankato & !lutchinson (320)240-8'460

• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines ·
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult llousi11p, At Its Best.

Call 252-2633
---------

-

